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Executive Summary
Overview
In the 2016 supplemental capital budget (Chapter 35, Laws of 2016)1, the Washington State
Legislature directed the Washington State Department of Commerce (Commerce) to study
three topics related to veteran homelessness, each of which has a section in the report:
1. Available housing opportunities for veterans experiencing homelessness is discussed in
Section 1.
2. The conversion of units to provide permanent supportive housing for geriatric veterans
with psychiatric disorders is discussed in Section 2.
3. The feasibility of converting Building 10 at the State Veterans Home at Retsil into
housing for veterans, in collaboration with the Washington State Department of
Veterans Affairs (DVA), is discussed in Section 3.
Below is a summary of the report’s three primary findings and recommendations, which are
discussed in Section 4. All of the findings represent the perspectives of Commerce and DVA.

FINDING 1: Washington’s Efforts Are Insufficient to End Veteran Homelessness
Washington’s homeless veteran Point-In-Time count increased 41 percent from 2016 to 2017,
after increasing significantly from 2015 to 2016. While some communities and states have all
but eliminated veteran homelessness, data in Washington indicates that current efforts will not
end veteran homelessness here.
Section 1 contains a thorough discussion of efforts in Washington, as well as in communities
and states that have been more successful in reaching functional zero veteran homelessness.
Key factors in the success of other states and communities toward ending veteran
homelessness include:
• Full implementation of the U.S. Interagency Council on Homelessness’ (USICH) 10
strategies (see Appendix A).
• Coordinated service delivery among the broad range of public and private entities
involved in veteran homelessness.
• A standardized assessment process and data sharing across all partner organizations.
The most important data is a master “by-name” list of veterans experiencing
homelessness.
• Participation in USICH’s Mayors Challenge to End Veteran Homelessness.
•
1

Washington State Legislature, Capital Budget – Supplemental (Chapter 35, Laws of 2016), Section 1010(1), (2016),
http://leap.leg.wa.gov/leap/budget/lbns/2016Cap2380-S.SL.pdf
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Finding 1 Recommendations
Commerce and DVA recommend that Gov. Jay Inslee consider entering Washington into
USICH’s Mayors Challenge to End Veteran Homelessness, which could consist of designating a
state-level coordinating group charged with creating a strategic plan to achieve functional zero
homelessness for veterans by 2022.
Key to USICH’s Mayors Challenge to End Veteran Homelessness is leadership, collaboration, and
coordination across programs and levels of government. Below are suggestions gleaned from
this report’s research related to state-level governance of efforts to end veteran homelessness:
• Break down barriers to client data sharing: Develop a process for expanding to a
regional level federally required client-entry system (CES) currently maintained at
the state’s seven Continuum of Care (CoC) units. This would reduce potential
placement barriers of homeless veterans across current boundaries.
• Tie Together State-Level Databases: Connect data on services, existing housing units,
and building inventory within an integrated state-level system that is shared with
local, nonprofit, and federal partners. This would allow a much more precise gaps
analysis by regional and state-level policymakers about what is – and what is not –
working to help homeless veterans.
• Develop a regional approach to serving veterans: The strategic plan should address
what kinds of state or regional support could help the CoCs as veteran homeless
populations shift over time.
• Meet the medical needs of a wave of elderly veterans: Align with existing efforts
targeted at broader homeless populations but champion the specific needs of
veterans. That includes increasing state capacity to serve female veterans, whose
population is expected to grow by 14 percent in the next two decades. Washington
should also explore opportunities for breaking down silos among medical, geriatric,
and behavioral services in order to provide more cost-effective medical and
geriatric-psychiatric care.
• Establish a strategic funding plan: Policy goals should be developed in sync with
efforts to better leverage dollars from state and local government with those from
the federal government and private sources. The coordinating group would
implement statewide and regional fundraising initiatives, as well as provide technical
assistance to local efforts.
• Emphasize a broad range of policy tools: Expand the policy discussion beyond its
traditional focus on veteran social services and funding mechanisms for individual
housing projects. Also consider how to draw upon architectural innovations and
land-use regulation changes that could result in more housing opportunities.
• Provide adequate staff support to the coordinating group: A key reason why each of
the above-listed bullet items has not already been achieved has been a lack of
adequate state-level staffing. The plan should include a proposal for providing the
staff capacity needed to develop, implement, and evaluate a coordinated state-level
strategy.
2

FINDING 2: More Data Needed on Permanent Supportive Housing for Veterans
Washington state faces a shortage of permanent supportive housing for veterans. Additionally,
the state does not have data systems that can precisely measure gaps between need and
availability, including for state-level policymaking. Federal, state, and local governments have a
variety of databases that track homeless veterans. However, Washington does not have a
comprehensive, real-time source of data on veterans in need of permanent supportive housing.
Currently, no data systems track the availability and suitability of existing properties for
conversion to permanent supportive housing. However, implementation of Chapter 217, Laws
of 20182 should help identify surplus state property that is suitable for conversion.
Finding 2 Recommendations:
•

•

Use a client-entry-system to monitor all veterans with support requirements. The
client-entry system recommended in Finding 1 could be designed to track veterans
with multiple needs, which would allow providers to more efficiently pair veterans
with a facility appropriate to their needs. State-level policymakers would also have
better data to plan for future facility needs.
Use inventories of surplus state property to identify properties suitable for
conversion to permanent supportive housing for veterans. These inventories will be
developed by Commerce, pursuant to Chapter 217, Laws of 2018.

FINDING 3: Building 10 is Suitable for Conversion to a Geriatric-Psychiatric Unit
Commerce and DVA convened a 13-person stakeholder group to evaluate the feasibility of
converting Building 10 at the State Veterans Home at Port Orchard (Retsil) into housing for
veterans. The stakeholder group concluded, by consensus, that a geriatric-psychiatric treatment
unit is the most cost-effective use for Building 10.
Finding 3 Recommendations
•

•

Maintain the stakeholder workgroup from the feasibility study to coordinate next
steps by the federal, state, and local agencies involved in the project. This
workgroup should operate under the auspices of above-mentioned coordinating
group.
Commit the state to implementing USICH’s 10 strategies. The experience of other
states and communities suggests great potential for moving the needle on veteran
homelessness if political will, leadership, collaboration, and coordination among
federal, state, and local programs are dedicated to the effort.

2

Washington State Legislature, Chapter 217, Laws of 2018, http://lawfilesext.leg.wa.gov/biennium/201718/Pdf/Bills/House%20Passed%20Legislature/2382-S3.PL.pdf
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Introduction
Parameters and Structure of the Study
The authorizing proviso for this report addresses three overlapping, but partially distinct
research topics. The relevant passages from the proviso are quoted. This report is organized
around those three topics, followed by a concluding section:
• Section 1: Analysis of “available housing opportunities for veterans experiencing
homelessness.” This section assesses the factors driving veteran homelessness in
Washington. It then compares Washington’s governance of veteran homelessness to
that of other states and communities.
• Section 2: Analysis of available properties for “the conversion of units to provide
permanent supportive housing for geriatric veterans with psychiatric disorders.” This
section explores potential housing opportunities for veterans across a continuum of
care.
• Section 3: Assesses “the feasibility of converting Building 10 at the State Veterans
Home at Retsil into housing for veterans,” in collaboration with the Washington
State Department of Veterans Affairs (DVA). This section assesses the feasibility of a
proposed pilot project that could include best practices relevant to both geriatricpsychiatric housing as well as veterans housing in general.
• Section 4: This section concludes the report and contains a full discussion of the
findings and recommendations summarized in the executive summary.
• Appendix A: Contains a description of USICH’s 10 strategies.
• Appendix B: Contains a list of federal homeless veteran programs.
• Appendix C: Contains a list of homeless veteran programs in Washington state.
• Appendix D: Contains the feasibility study produced by SAGE Architectural Alliance
looking at the conversion of Building 10 at Retsil into housing for veterans.

Project Governance
The first, second, and fourth sections were produced in-house. Recommendations represent
the perspective of Commerce and DVA.
The third section summarizes the feasibility study produced by SAGE Architectural Alliance
(SAGE), which specializes in the development of geriatric-psychiatric facilities (see Appendix D
for the full study). Commerce collaborated with DVA in developing the feasibility study, which
will henceforth be referred to as the SAGE report.
The SAGE report evaluated the feasibility of converting the facility known as Building 10 into
housing for veterans. Building 10 is located in Kitsap County at the State Veterans Home.

4

To help guide this assessment, Commerce and DVA convened a stakeholder team that included
13 representatives from the following stakeholders:
• The Governor’s Office.
• The Washington State Department of Social and Health Services (DSHS).
• VA Puget Sound Medical Center.
• VA Puget Sound Homeless Program.
• Kitsap County Housing and Homeless Program.
• The Veterans Home at Port Orchard.
• Community-level groups such as housing authorities and community action councils.
The SAGE report’s findings and recommendations represent the consensus of the stakeholder
team.

Research Approach
Section 1: Overview of Veteran Homelessness in Washington
The project team chose to avoid duplicating recent research by local, state, and federal entities.
Thus, this section does not offer detailed analysis about local homelessness initiatives found in
Seattle’s “Poppe report,”3 Seattle/King County: Homeless System Performance Assessment and
Recommendations with Particular Emphasis on Single Adults,4 the Revised VHSL assessment
report5 for King County, or Snohomish County’s Homeless Prevention & Response Strategic
Plan.6
Similarly, Section 1 does not repeat the in-depth discussion of state-level homelessness
strategies and programs found in Commerce’s annual homelessness report.7 And while the

3

Poppe, Barbara, Recommendations for the City of Seattle’s Homeless Investment Policy: The Path Forward – Act
Now, Act Strategically, and Act Decisively, (2016),
https://www.seattle.gov/Documents/Departments/pathwayshome/BPA.pdf
4
Schatz, Megan Kurteff, el al, Seattle/King County: Homeless System Performance Assessment and
Recommendations with Particular Emphasis on Single Adults, (2016),
https://www.seattle.gov/Documents/Departments/pathwayshome/FS.pdf
5
King County Department of Community and Human Services, REVISED VHSL assessment report, (2017),
https://www.kingcounty.gov/~/media/depts/community-human-services/VHS-Levy/Reports/0009_REPORT-Revised_VHSL_Assessment_Report_-_January_19_2017.ashx?la=en
6
Snohomish County Continuum of Care Program, Homeless Prevention & Response Strategic Plan, (2017),
https://snohomishcountywa.gov/1080/Homeless-PreventionResponse-System-Strat
7
Washington State Department of Commerce, Homelessness in Washington State: 2016 Annual Report on the
Homeless Grant Programs, (2016), http://www.commerce.wa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/CommerceHomelessness-in-Washington-2016.pdf
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analysis was designed to align with and update some of the data presented in the State of
Washington Housing Needs Assessment,8 the focus is different.
As a case in point, Section 1 grounds Washington’s experience within a national context. Data
are drawn from federal sources, such as The 2017 Annual Homeless Assessment Report (AHAR)
to Congress,9 but more analysis is provided.
The primary analytical framework is taken from the U.S. Interagency Council on Homelessness
(USICH). In collaboration with the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
and the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), USICH developed 10 strategies for ending
veteran homelessness.
These 10 strategies cover a broad range of topics, from improving data collection to
investigating alternatives to transitional housing. However, the foundation of the USICH
approach is an emphasis on governance. Better coordination, both at the local level as well as
between state and local governments, is foundational to ending veteran homelessness.
This report takes that theory of change and makes two friendly amendments10. First, policies
directed toward addressing veteran homelessness will ultimately not be effective if larger socioeconomic dynamics are not taken into account. For instance, lower-end wage levels in the
Seattle area are arguably not keeping pace with escalating housing costs.
The second friendly amendment is that securing a large enough inventory of housing for
veterans can involve a broad range of policy levers. For the purposes of this report, they are
organized into the following categories: architectural innovations, land-use regulations, social
services, and financial mechanisms. Section 1 of this report focuses on governance, whereas
Section 2 explores policy levers.
This report’s findings were primarily informed by synthesizing existing studies and primary data
sources. However, a variety of experts in veteran homelessness were interviewed with the goal
of showing how USICH’s 10 strategies are being implemented across the state and what impact
they may be having.

8

Mullin & Lonergan Associates for the Washington State Affordable Housing Advisory Board, State of Washington
Housing Needs Assessment, (2015), http://www.commerce.wa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/AHAB-HousingNeeds-Assessment.pdf
9
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, Part 1: Point-in-Time Estimates of Homelessness: The 2017
Annual Homeless Assessment Report (AHAR) to Congress, (2017),
https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/2017-AHAR-Part-1.pdf
10
Burt, Martha and Brooke Spellman, Changing Homelessness and Service Systems: Essential Approaches to
Ending Homelessness, (2007), https://aspe.hhs.gov/system/files/pdf/174201/report.pdf
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Figure 1: Theory of Change for Ending Veteran Homelessness

When this report refers to the number of veterans experiencing homelessness, unless
otherwise noted, the data comes from a national Point-In-Time (PIT) Count conducted
according to HUD standards nationwide during the last 10 days in January of each year. The
estimate refers to an unduplicated one-night count of both sheltered and unsheltered
homeless populations.11
Homelessness experts caution against taking PIT Count data too literally. For example, Pierce
County offers the following caveat:
“Like all surveys, the PIT Count has limitations. Results from the count are influenced by
the weather, by availability of overflow shelter beds, by the number of volunteers, and
by the level of engagement of the people we are interviewing. Comparisons from year to
year should be done with those limitations in mind.”12
Washington’s numbers may have gone up in 2017 partly because of efforts to improve the
thoroughness of the count, particularly in King County.13 In addition, data for unsheltered
11

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, The 2016 Annual Homeless Assessment Report (AHAR) to
Congress: Part 2: Estimates of Homelessness in the United States, (2017),
https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/2016-AHAR-Part-2.pdf
12
Pierce County, 2017 Point-In-Time Count Results January 27, 2017, (2017),
https://www.co.pierce.wa.us/DocumentCenter/View/58186
13
Applied Survey Research for All Home, Count Us In: Seattle/King County Point-In-Time Count of Persons
Experiencing Homelessness 2017, (2017), http://allhomekc.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/2017-Count-Us-InPIT-Comprehensive-Report.pdf
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homeless may be less accurate than for those in a sheltered situation because of variability in
how homeless persons are categorized.
Section 2: Exploration of a Continuum of Housing Opportunities
This report’s legislative proviso appears to ask for an inventory of available units that could be
converted to provide permanent supportive housing for geriatric veterans with psychiatric
disorders. Existing data is presented, but it falls far short of what is needed to paint a
meaningful picture for policymakers. As a result, the research team focused on assessing data
gaps and recommending a potential path forward to fill them.
Section 3: The SAGE Report
Section 3 is primarily a summary of The SAGE report (the full SAGE report is in Appendix D). The
consulting firm adopted a cost-benefit methodology under the guidance of Commerce, DVA,
and a previously mentioned stakeholder group.

Who is a Veteran?
Mirroring a recent report by King County, the Department of Commerce defines a veteran as
“any person who self-identifies as having previously served in any branch or component of the
U.S. Military, regardless of duration of service or characterization of service.” This broad
definition was chosen because it aligns with the public’s conception of a veteran and allows the
county to address veteran needs regardless of their specific legal status with the U.S. military.14
The U.S. military has developed an intricate system of rules that determine eligibility for
veteran benefits. These rules are based on factors such as:
• How long a person served.
• Their type of discharge (e.g., honorable versus dishonorable).
• Whether he or she served in Active Duty, National Guard, or Reserve arms of the
military.
• Which era one served in.
The elaborate nature of eligibility rules can result in someone who self-identifies as a veteran
but is not eligible for some — or even any — benefits. As a case in point: “A member of the
Washington National Guard with 20 years of service and multiple state call ups to fight fires or
help rescue Washingtonians from flooding rivers is not a ‘veteran’ for federal VA purposes
because the person was never federally activated.”15
14

King County Department of Community and Human Services, Veterans & Human Services Levy 2016 Annual
Report, (2017), https://www.kingcounty.gov/~/media/depts/community-human-services/VHSLevy/Reports/VHSL_2016_Annual_Report.ashx?la=en
15
Ibid
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This is why veterans should not be viewed as a population that can tap into resources not
available to homeless civilians. Indeed, the complexities of VA benefits can impact how states
and communities structure homeless services for veterans.
The complexities of veteran status can also result in imprecise data. This can reduce the ability
of policymakers to accurately estimate the size of the veteran homeless population, as well as
which funding sources are better suited to meet their needs.

9

Section 1: A Comparative Analysis of Veteran Homelessness

10

Veteran Homelessness: An Overview of the Data
Introduction
In recent years the United States has made much greater progress in reducing homelessness
among veterans than with the overall population. The number of veterans experiencing
homelessness on a given night dropped nationally by 45 percent between 2009 and 2017. This
is almost four times the reduction in overall homelessness during the same time period.
Washington has had a decidedly different experience. Although homelessness among the
overall population fell only slightly less than the nation as a whole (7.3 percent versus 12.1
percent), the number of homeless vets rose by 6.6 percent between 2009 and 2017.
Although veteran homelessness increased in 14 states between 2016 and 2017, Washington
had the largest percentage of any state – 41 percent – and was behind only California in the
increased number of homeless veterans (609 versus 1,860).16
Unfortunately, Washington state’s experience does not fit the statement presented by the U.S.
Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), which claims that the “goal of ending homelessness
among veterans is within reach —and in fact is already happening community by community.”17
Even though homelessness among veterans increased slightly in 2017, 36 states saw reductions
from 2016.18 In addition, three states and 57 communities have stated that they have “ended
veteran homelessness” as of late November 2017, according to the VA. These include
Connecticut, Delaware, and Virginia, as well as Multnomah County, Oregon; Riverside,
California; and Houston, Texas.19
In Washington state, veteran homelessness has remained stubbornly high, despite an ambitious
Results Washington policy goal backed by a host of statewide policy initiatives. The goal was to
cut veteran homelessness by 50 percent between 2012 and 2016. If successful, it would have
resulted in a PIT Count of 737.20

16

See footnote 12
U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, “Point-in-Time (PIT) Count,” (2017),
https://www.va.gov/HOMELESS/pit_count.asp
18
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, The 2017 Annual Homeless Assessment Report (AHAR) to
Congress: Part 1, Point-in Time Estimates of Homelessness, (2017),
https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/2017-AHAR-Part-1.pdf
19
United States Interagency Council on Homelessness. “Mayors Challenge to End Veteran Homelessness.”, (2017),
https://www.usich.gov/solutions/collaborative-leadership/mayors-challenge
20
Results Washington, “3.1.d: Decrease the number of homeless veterans from 1,484 to 1,187 (20%) by 2020.”
(2017), https://data.results.wa.gov/reports/G31d_veteran-homeless
17
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Figure 2: U.S. and Washington State Homeless Veteran PIT Counts, 2009-2017
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Instead, the 2016 PIT Count hit 1,484 and in 2017 rose to 2,093. Recognizing that progress may
be more difficult than anticipated, the current Results Washington goal is to reduce by 20
percent the number of homeless vets by the year 2020. The base year is 2016, so the PIT Count
goal is 1,187.21
This section of the report studies housing opportunities for veterans experiencing
homelessness with an eye toward the overarching policy question: What additional steps could
be taken to achieve the Results Washington target, with the ultimate goal of functional zero?

Washington’s Changing Veteran Population
Washington has the seventh-largest number of active-duty military personnel in the nation.22
Washington retains 6.3 percent of military personnel after they leave service, which is slightly
higher than the national average of 5.3 percent.23

21

Ibid.
Governing, “Military Active-Duty Personnel, Civilians by State,” (2017), http://www.governing.com/govdata/military-civilian-active-duty-employee-workforce-numbers-by-state.html
23
U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, “Table 6L: VETPOP2016 Veterans By State, Age Group, Gender, 2015-2045,”
(2017), https://www.va.gov/vetdata/veteran_population.asp
22
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In 2017 Washington had 560,200 veterans, which was the 12th-largest population in the U.S.
California, the national leader, had roughly three times as many vets. Oregon had 303,689.24
The size of Washington’s veteran population is influenced by the number of major military
installations. This includes Joint Base Lewis-McChord (JBLM), which is the fourth-largest base in
the U.S. and has a population of 209,000.25
Seventy-two percent of Washington’s veterans are aged 50 or older. That tracks closely with
national veteran demographics.26 The U.S. veteran population is significantly older than nonveterans, with a median age of 64 compared to 44 respectively.27 The median age for nonveteran Washingtonians is even lower: 37 in 2015.28
Figure 3: Washington General Population and Veterans by Age, 2015
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24

Ibid.
Joint Base Lewis-McChord, “What are the largest military bases in the US?,” (2017),
http://www.jointbaselewismcchord.com/about-us/frequently-asked-questions/what-are-the-largest-militarybases-in-the-us/
26
U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, “Table 6L: VETPOP2016 Veterans By State, Age Group, Gender, 2015-2045,”
(2017), https://www.va.gov/vetdata/veteran_population.asp
27
U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, Profile of Veterans: 2015: Data from the American Community Survey,
(2017), https://www.va.gov/vetdata/docs/SpecialReports/Profile_of_Veterans_2015.pdf
28
Washington State Office of Financial Management, “Washington State Data Book Population by Age and Sex:
2014 and 2015,” (2015), https://www.ofm.wa.gov/washington-data-research/statewide-data/washington-statedata-book
25
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Results Washington has described the state’s veteran population as breaking down into three
basic age cohorts.29 Each of these cohorts has somewhat different challenges with
homelessness and assistance:
• Current Conflict (from under age 20 to 49): Members of this cohort, which
represents almost 28 percent of Washington’s veteran population,30 are
experiencing traumatic brain injuries (TBI) at escalating rates. In addition, 50 percent
have been diagnosed with behavioral health and readjustment issues.
• In-between Wartimes (from age 50 to 64): This cohort, which represents almost 28
percent of Washington’s veteran population,31 did not engage in wartime service so
they are not eligible for a VA pension or aid.
• Vietnam Era (from age 65 to 84): This cohort represents more than 37 percent of
Washington’s veterans.32 They are more likely to suffer from significant health
issues, are often on fixed incomes (which can make them vulnerable to
homelessness in communities with escalating housing costs), and often suffer from
post-traumatic stress (PTS). National studies show that 205,000 veterans served
during Vietnam era with PTS rates over 20 percent, according to Results
Washington.33
The large Vietnam-era cohort is part of a population wave with high numbers of veterans that is
expected to largely subside within the next two decades. This can be seen in Figure 4.
Figure 4: Projected Washington Veteran Population by Age, 2017-2037
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Results Washington, “3.1.d: Decrease the number of homeless veterans from 1,484 to 1,187 (20%) by 2020,”
(2017), https://data.results.wa.gov/reports/G31d_veteran-homeless
30
U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, “Table 6L: VETPOP2016 Veterans By State, Age Group, Gender, 2015-2045”
(2017), https://www.va.gov/vetdata/veteran_population.asp
31
Ibid.
32
Ibid.
33
Results Washington, “3.1.d: Decrease the number of homeless veterans from 1,484 to 1,187 (20%) by 2020,”
(2017), https://data.results.wa.gov/reports/G31d_veteran-homeless
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Source: U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs

The complexity of Washington’s veteran population is that it is projected to drop by more than
27 percent in the next 20 years, yet during that time our state will see a shorter-term spike in
the number of elderly veterans. Even by 2037 the wave will not have fully subsided. All age
groups will have shrunk except for those 85 and over. That population is projected to increase
12 percent from today — to nearly 45,000 veterans.34 In 2017 this cohort represented 7
percent of all Washington vets.
Figure 5 offers another way to make sense of demographic shifts. The number of veterans 85
and over will shrink in the next decade by almost 17 percent before increasing by 12 percent
within 20 years. By the same token, the number of veterans age 65 to 84 is expected to fall by a
relatively modest 8 percent by 2027 before dropping by almost 34 percent by 2037.
Figure 5: Washington State Veteran Population by Age Group, 2017-2037
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These projections are troubling because, as we will discuss later, Washington is already
struggling to provide adequate housing and related services to veterans with special needs.
At the national and state levels, veterans tend to be better off economically than non-veterans.
For example, a VA study found that in 2014 veterans had a lower poverty rate than non-

34

U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, “Table 6L: VETPOP2016 Veterans By State, Age Group, Gender, 2015-2045,”
(2017), https://www.va.gov/vetdata/veteran_population.asp
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veterans regardless of race, gender, ethnicity, or region of residence. Women vets had higher
median household incomes than non-vets; men did as well, except for ages 55 to 64.35
Washington veterans experienced lower unemployment in 2016 (4.4 percent) than nonveterans (5.4 percent) and earned a higher personal median income, $44,597 compared to
$31,716 in 2016.36
Men comprised roughly 90 percent of Washington’s veterans in 2017, but the number of
women vets is projected to increase by 14 percent over the next two decades. These figures are
similar to national totals. Although the female veteran population is younger than for males,
the number of women 50 or over will increase by almost 28 percent by 2037.37
Figure 6: Washington Women Veterans by Age Group, 2016 Versus 2027
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These trends are important in assessing the future housing needs of female veterans because
roughly 80 percent of them report trauma from sexual assault, physical assault, domestic
violence, and combat exposure – all of which contributes to an increased risk of
homelessness.38
35

National Center for Veterans Analysis and Statistics, Profile of Veterans in Poverty: 2014, (2016),
https://www.va.gov/vetdata/docs/SpecialReports/Profile_of_Veterans_In_Poverty_2014.pdf
36
U.S. Census; “American Fact Finder,” (2017), https://factfinder.census.gov/
37
U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, “Table 6L: VETPOP2016 Veterans By State, Age Group, Gender, 2015-2045,”
(2017), https://www.va.gov/vetdata/veteran_population.asp
38
Washington, Donna L. et al, Risk Factors for Homelessness among Women Veterans, Journal of Health Care for
the Poor and Underserved, Issue 21: pp. 81-91, (2010),
https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/events/specialized_court_judges/women_vet_homeless_risk.aut
hcheckdam.pdf
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The ethnic and racial composition of Washington’s veterans is somewhat less diverse than at
the national level. In 2017, those who identified as white (not Hispanic or Latino) comprised
almost 83 percent of the state’s veteran population, which is 6 percent lower than the country
as a whole. Blacks or African-Americans comprised less than 6 percent of the state’s vets – half
the U.S. proportion. However, within 20 years, Washington’s ethnic-racial composition is
projected to become much closer to national proportions.39
Veterans represented 7.7 percent of the state’s population in 2017.40 41 Vets tend to live in
urban parts of the state near military bases. In 2017, roughly 50 percent of the state’s veterans
lived in just four counties — King, Pierce, Snohomish, and Spokane. This concentration is
expected to hold steady as the total number of vets in Washington is projected to decline by 27
percent by 2037. Add two more urban counties to the mix – Kitsap and Clark – and you have 65
percent of the state veteran population.42
King County has historically contained the largest proportion of veterans in the state – 19
percent in 2017. However, Pierce was not far behind at 16 percent. Pierce is expected to have
the largest proportion of veterans in the state by 2023. This is because King County’s veteran
population is projected to fall by 52 percent within 20 years, whereas Pierce will decrease by
less than 8 percent (Figure 7).
Figure 7: Projected Veteran Population in Top-Four Counties, 2017-2037
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U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, “Table 8L: VETPOP2016 Veterans By State, Age Group, Gender, 2015-2045,”
(2017), https://www.va.gov/vetdata/veteran_population.asp
40
Ibid.
41
Washington State Office of Financial Management, “Population Change and Rank for cities and Towns, April 1,
2010 to April 1, 2017,” (2017), https://www.ofm.wa.gov/washington-data-research/populationdemographics/population-estimates/april-1-official-population-estimates
42
See footnote 41
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Demographics are driving King County’s dramatic decline in its veteran population relative to
Pierce. In 2017, almost 47 percent of King’s veteran population is age 65 and over – in contrast
to only 32 percent of Pierce’s vets.
Figure 8: Projected King County Veteran Population by Age Group, 2017-2037
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Figure 9: Projected Pierce County Veteran Population by Age Group, 2017-2037
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In 2017 Pierce County had roughly 27,000 veterans age 17 to 44 – 7,000 more than King
County. Within 10 years Pierce will have twice the number of King County, and in 20 years will
triple the number in King. This is primarily because King County’s 17-to-44 cohort is projected to
shrink by more than 29 percent.
In the next 20 years, only two Washington counties are projected to see increases in their
veteran population: Thurston (almost 10 percent) and Island (over 8 percent). However,
together they will represent only 12 percent of the statewide total.
Justice-involved veterans represent a small portion of the overall veteran population but are at
high risk for homelessness after release from custody. In 2015, more than 2,400 veterans were
in state prison or being supervised by the Department of Corrections.43 A 2014 study found
that, nationally, 30 percent of incarcerated veterans had a homeless history.44 Another study
found that veterans in prison were on average 12 years older than non-veterans, were more
likely to be sentenced for violent offenses, and were more than twice as likely to have PTSD.45
More than 200 military service members are discharged in Washington every month. A 2016
study by DSHS found that a substantial number of veterans experience economic hardship or
housing instability during their transition to civilian life. Almost half of veterans discharged in
2013-2014 received DSHS or Health Care Authority services such as basic food, child support,
Medicaid, child welfare, or Temporary Assistance to Needy Families. In the 12 months following
discharge, 10 percent of those receiving services were homeless.46

Veteran Homelessness in Washington
In 2017 the number of homeless who identified as a veteran increased 41 percent over 2016.47
This is a strikingly high number, given that Washington’s overall homeless population increased
only 1.4 percent, according to PIT Count data collected by HUD.48

43

Interview, Department of Corrections, February 3, 2017.
Tsai, Jack, et al, Homelessness in a National Sample of Incarcerated Veterans in State and Federal Prisons,
Administration and Policy in Mental Health and Mental Health Services Research. Volume 41, Issue 3, (2014),
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10488-013-0483-7
45
Bureau of Justice Statistics, Veterans in Prison and Jail, 2011-12,” (2015),
https://www.bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/vpj1112_sum.pdf
46
Washington State Department of Social and Health Services, Veterans Receiving DSHS Services Following
Discharge from Military Service, Report 11.232: (2016), https://www.dshs.wa.gov/sesa/rda/researchreports/veterans-receiving-dshs-services-following-discharge-military-service
47
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, The 2017 Annual Homeless Assessment Report (AHAR) to
Congress: Part 1, Point-in Time Estimates of Homelessness, (2017),
https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/2017-AHAR-Part-1.pdf
48
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, “2007-2017 PIT Counts by State,” (2017),
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/3031/pit-and-hic-data-since-2007/
44
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Figure 10 illustrates the general trajectory of the data but obscures an important point: In 2017
the number of homeless veterans increased by 609; this is more than twice the increase total
number of homeless, which increased by 285.
Figure 10: Total and Veteran Homelessness in Washington, 2009-2017
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These proportions are remarkable given that the total number of veterans experiencing
homelessness on one night in January 2017 was 2,093, which represented 10 percent of the
21,112 total. Hence, the proportion of homeless vets has grown since 2015, when they
comprised only 6.7 percent of the homeless population.
Perhaps just as importantly, 48 percent of Washington’s homeless veterans were unsheltered
in 2017 — up from 20 percent in 2013.
The demographics of Washington’s homeless veterans in 2017 were not significantly different
than in the U.S. as a whole: men (92 versus 91 percent), white (63 versus 57 percent),
Black/African-American (20 versus 33 percent), and Hispanic/Latino (8 versus 10 percent).
These state totals varied by county. For example, Pierce had 2 percent more Hispanics/Latinos,
and King had 5 percent more Blacks/African-Americans.
Veteran homelessness is concentrated in urban parts of the state to an even greater degree
than the veteran population as a whole. Between 2013 and 2017, only four counties – King,
Pierce, Snohomish, and Spokane – had roughly 70 percent of the state’s homeless vets. In 2017
that number jumped to 79 percent. Now add two other counties with large veteran populations
– Kitsap and Clark – and the percentage of homeless vets in 2017 increases to 85 percent of the
state total.
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Figure 11: Washington Sheltered and Unsheltered Veterans, 2009-2017
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King County has a significantly greater number of homeless who identify as veterans in annual
PIT counts as compared with other urban counties. In 2016 King had 44 percent of the state’s
homeless vets. That soared to more than 63 percent in 2017. In contrast, Pierce County had less
than 13 percent of the state’s homeless vets in 2016 and less than 7 percent in 2017.
Looking at the data another way, King had 1,329 homeless veterans in 2017 compared to
Pierce, which had 136. If each Washington county had the same proportion of homeless to its
total veteran population, King would have had 398 homeless and Pierce would have had 340.
This is because Pierce County’s veteran population is only 15 percent lower than King’s.49
Figure 12 illustrates how King County is significantly driving the state’s level of homelessness
among veterans. However, even when subtracting King from statewide data, between 2013 and
2017 Washington would have still have sustained a 20 percent increase in total veteran
homelessness and an 83 percent increase in vets living in “unsheltered” situations such as tent
encampments. In contrast, between 2013 and 2017 the number of homeless veterans in a
“sheltered” situation – emergency shelter, transitional, and safe haven housing – fell by 2.3
percent (see Figure 13).

49

U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, “Table 8L: VETPOP2016 Veterans By State, Age Group, Gender, 2015-2045,”
(2017), https://www.va.gov/vetdata/veteran_population.asp
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Figure 12: Veteran PIT Count in Top-Four Counties and State Total, 2013-2017
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This report’s introduction discussed the limitations of PIT Count data. They are particularly
relevant with unsheltered data. Nevertheless, PIT Count data offer a general sense of
proportions.
Figure 13: Statewide Veteran Homelessness Minus King County, 2013-2017
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In 2017, King County had almost 70 percent of the state’s unsheltered veterans. Even so, King is
not alone in seeing an increase in the number of unsheltered veterans over the last five years.
Pierce County’s PIT Count soared from nine in 2013 to 85 in 2017. Whatcom went from 13 to
35. Of the 10 counties with the largest number of unsheltered vets in 2017, only Mason saw a
decline from 2013: from 10 to nine (see Table 1).
Table 1: Ten Counties with the Most Unsheltered Veterans, 2013-2017
County
King
Pierce
Snohomish
Whatcom
Thurston
Skagit
Kitsap
Island
Spokane
Mason
Statewide Total

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

93
9
31
13
13
5
4
1
7
10
260

128
33
35
20
28
16
6
4
3
10
381

109
78
32
26
19
16
9
7
10
8
407

120
90
36
41
24
17
21
2
13
25
485

693
85
43
35
22
20
14
12
9
9
999

%
Change
2013-17
645%
844%
39%
169%
69%
300%
250%
1,100%
29%
-10%
284%

%
Change
2016-17
478%
-6%
19%
-15%
-8%
18%
-33%
500%
-31%
-64%
106%

Source: Washington State Department of Commerce

Figure 14 shows the state’s top-10 counties ordered by their number of total homeless
veterans. Sheltered is broken out into emergency and transitional housing.
Figure 14: Ten Counties with the Most Homeless Veterans, 2017
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Note that only three of 10 counties (King, Kitsap, and Walla Walla) had a greater number of
homeless veterans in transitional housing rather than emergency housing.
The top-10 counties also varied in their proportion of unsheltered versus sheltered veterans.
For example, Pierce and Spokane counted a similar total number of homeless vets in 2017, but
unsheltered represented 63 percent of Pierce’s total and only 8 percent of Spokane’s. A similar
pattern played out for Whatcom and Walla Walla: 69 percent unsheltered versus 20 percent,
respectively. Although western counties tended to have higher proportions of unsheltered vets,
only 15 percent of Kitsap County’s homeless vets were unsheltered.
In the more rural parts of the state, Washington has seven Continuum of Care (CoC) units
recognized by HUD. Six CoC correspond to the following urban areas: Seattle/King County,
Tacoma/Pierce County, Spokane city and County, Everett Snohomish County, Yakima city and
County, and Vancouver/Clark County. The seventh CoC covers the “balance of state.”
Table 2 shows that rural Washington has also experienced meaningful increases in veteran
homelessness. Between 2013 and 2017 the number of homeless vets rose substantially more
than the homeless population as a whole (41 percent versus 14 percent). Unsheltered vets shot
up 80 percent.
Table 2: PIT Count Homelessness Data for Balance of State CoC, 2013-2017
2013
Total Homeless

2014

2015

2016

2017

%
Change
2013-17

%
Change
2016-17

4,108

4,703

4,951

5,294

4,671

14%

-13%

Veteran Homeless

271

347

323

422

383

41%

-10%

Veteran Sheltered

181

189

158

213

221

22%

4%

Veteran Unsheltered

90

158

165

209

162

80%

-29%

Source: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development

These numbers illustrate how escalating homelessness is not merely an urban phenomenon.
However, a caveat should be noted. Twenty-two percent of the state’s total homeless were in
the balance of state CoC. That’s somewhat higher than the proportion of homeless veterans (18
percent) and unsheltered vets (16 percent). This adds further evidence that homelessness
among veterans is more of an urban phenomenon.

How Does Washington Compare with Other States?
The 2017 national PIT Count brought bad news about Washington on a number of fronts. Not
only did veteran homelessness increase more than any other state, but Washington’s rate of
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increase – 41 percent over 2016 – significantly overshadowed Kansas (28 percent), Texas (24
percent), and Montana (24 percent).
Washington had the fourth-largest number of homeless veterans in 2017 – 2,093 people. This is
well above Washington’s national ranking for the size of our veterans population (twelfth),
number of active-duty military personnel (seventh), and total number of homeless (fifth).
In 2017, our state also had the second-highest number of homeless vets who were unsheltered
(999 people). That was only behind California (7,657 people) and just ahead of Florida (996
people). Rounding out the top-five states were Texas (821 people) and Oregon (668 people). In
addition, between 2009 and 2017 Washington’s unsheltered homeless vets increased by almost
26 percent.
Figure 15 shows how Washington rose to No. 2 primarily because Florida and Texas saw
substantial declines in unsheltered homeless veterans between 2009 and 2017 (-76.4 percent
and -70.2 percent, respectively). Even California’s number of unsheltered fell by 31.5 percent.
These three states together comprised almost 60 percent of the nation’s 49-percent drop in
unsheltered vets during this period. In contrast, Washington’s unsheltered homeless vets
increased by almost 26 percent.
Figure 15: Five States with the Most Unsheltered Veterans, 2009-2017
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Washington ranked fifth in the percentage of its veteran population that was homeless in 2017.
At 0.37 percent, Washington was behind California (0.68 percent), Hawaii (0.55 percent),
Oregon (0.41 percent), and Nevada (0.38 percent). The national average was 0.20 percent.
Across the U.S., veteran homeless increased in 2017 for the first time in seven years. However,
that increase was small – 1.5 percent – as 36 states saw declines in veteran homelessness.
Between 2009 and 2017, the nation as a whole saw a 45 percent drop in veteran homelessness.
That was almost four times greater than the decline in the overall homeless population, which
was 12 percent.
Here again, Washington went in the opposite direction. Veteran homelessness increased by 6.6
percent between 2009 and 2017. In contrast, Washington’s overall homeless population fell by
7.3 percent during that same time. Homeless veterans represented 9.9 percent of Washington’s
total homeless population in 2017. This was higher than the national average of 7.2 percent and
ranked Washington 13th among states. States with a higher percentage than Washington
included South Dakota (13.8 percent), South Carolina (12.3 percent), Arizona (10.8 percent),
and North Carolina (10.4 percent).
In addition, between 2009 and 2017 Washington had the nation’s largest increase in the
absolute number of homeless veterans – 130.50 That may sound like a small number, but during
this time period states with a similar veteran population and number of active-duty military
personnel saw their number of homeless veterans decline. For example, the number of
homeless veterans fell by 2,048 people in Georgia (-74.2 percent), 393 people in Colorado
(-26.7 percent), and 482 people in Virginia (-50.2 percent).
Figure 16: Veteran Homelessness in Four Similar States, 2009-2017
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U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, The 2017 Annual Homeless Assessment Report (AHAR) to
Congress: Part 1, Point-in Time Estimates of Homelessness, (2017),
https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/2017-AHAR-Part-1.pdf
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Figure 16 illustrates how each state’s trajectory was somewhat different. Whereas Georgia fell
in steps from a high of 2,766 to a low 712, Colorado fluctuated from a high of 2,074 homeless
vets to a low of 685 and then back up to 1,181 before falling again to 1,078 in 2017. Virginia’s
veteran homelessness fell in a relatively steady pattern from 995 to 482. Meanwhile,
Washington hit a high of 2,043 before plateauing at roughly 1,400 and then shooting up to
2,093 in 2017.
These states do not make ideal comparisons because they have meaningful differences in such
areas as total population, economic drivers, cost of housing, and climate. As Table 3 shows,
they are also only roughly comparable when it comes to total veteran population and activeduty personnel, which is a proxy for the military’s presence in a given state.
For example, Michigan’s veteran population comes closer than the above-mentioned states to
matching Washington’s. However, Michigan does not have military installations of comparable
size. Neither do Illinois, Arizona, or Tennessee. In contrast, Colorado has roughly 160,000 fewer
veterans but a military presence that is in the same ballpark as Washington’s. Virginia has
approximately 165,000 more veterans and twice as many active-duty personnel as Washington.
Table 3: Veteran Homeless Rates for States with Largest Veteran Populations, 2017
Homeless
Vet
Total
Total
Active Duty
Homeless
Vets as %
Homeless
Military
Vets PIT
Pop.
State
Veteran
of Vet
Count
Population Personnel
PIT Count
Rank
Population
1
California
1,681,730
132,827
11,472
134,278
0.68%
2
Texas
1,584,844
118,952
2,200
23,548
0.14%
3
Florida
1,525,400
57,807
2,817
32,190
0.18%
4
Pennsylvania
819,185
2,661
963
14,138
0.12%
5
New York
776,522
21,496
1,244
89,503
0.16%
6
Ohio
774,935
6,591
862
10,095
0.11%
7
North Carolina
730,357
106,262
931
8,962
0.13%
8
Virginia
725,028
91,134
478
6,067
0.07%
9
Georgia
697,127
61,288
712
10,174
0.10%
10
Illinois
628,254
19,182
864
10,798
0.14%
11
Michigan
589,326
2,160
773
9,051
0.13%
12
Washington
560,200
46,378
2,093
21,112
0.37%
13
Arizona
507,706
17,916
970
8,947
0.19%
14
Tennessee
470,390
2,189
757
8,309
0.16%
15
Missouri
442,579
14,942
538
6,037
0.12%
16
Colorado
403,327
35,114
1,078
10,940
0.27%
25
Oregon
303,689
1,535
1,251
13,953
0.41%
1,052,782
40,056
553,742
0.20%
United States 19,998,799

Vets as %
of Total
Homeless
Population
8.5%
9.3%
8.8%
6.8%
1.4%
8.5%
9.3%
8.8%
6.8%
1.4%
8.5%
9.9%
10.8%
9.1%
8.9%
9.9%
9.0%
7.2%

Sources: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development and U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs
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Georgia comes closest to Washington, both in terms of veterans and military personnel. Thus,
that state’s dramatic drop in veteran homelessness is particularly noteworthy in light of
Washington’s substantial increase over the last two years.
Among the CoCs, in 2017 Seattle/King County had the second-largest number of homeless
veterans (1,329), well behind Los Angeles city and county (4,476). Figure 17 shows how San
Diego city and county had fewer than Seattle this year (1,067) but far more in previous years.
From 2011 to 2017, veteran homelessness in San Diego fell 35 percent.
Figure 17: Sheltered and Unsheltered Veterans in Four Major-City CoCs, 2011-2017
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From 2013 to 2016, Seattle had roughly as many homeless veterans as Las Vegas/Clark County
CoC. However, Las Vegas also had roughly four times as many unsheltered vets as Seattle.
In 2011, the Denver metropolitan area had 1,322 homeless veterans, which was more than
twice as many as Seattle. However, Denver’s seven-county CoC saw a 59 percent drop in
veteran homelessness between 2011 and 2017 – and in the latter year had a tenth of the
unsheltered vets as compared to Seattle.
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Texas’s Balance of State CoC had the highest number of homeless veterans in 2017 (674
people), but that represented a drop of 91 percent from 2011.51 In 2017, Washington’s Balance
of State CoC had the second-highest number (383), followed by Oregon (379) and Colorado
(332). However, in 2017 Washington’s number of unsheltered veterans was lower than
Oregon’s (240 people) and Colorado’s (162 people versus 191).
Figure 18: Sheltered and Unsheltered Veterans in Four Balance of State CoCs, 2011-2017
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Texas Balance of State CoC figures for 2016 were much lower than reported in 2015 and 2017, which raises the
question of whether the data was incomplete.
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Closing the Gaps: Opportunities and Unknowns
What Explains Washington’s Experience?
In announcing 2017 PIT Count results, HUD pointed to escalating housing costs as the key
reason why homelessness had only increased in some parts of the nation: “In many high-cost
areas of our country, especially along the West Coast, the severe shortage of affordable
housing is manifesting itself on our streets,” said HUD Secretary Ben Carson.52
Washington’s nation-leading spike in veteran homelessness may not be surprising to those who
have seen recent Seattle Times headlines such as, “Seattle rents now growing faster than any
other U.S. city”53 and “Seattle home price growth is nearly double any other U.S. city.”54
Although rising housing costs appear to be the main driver of the increase in veteran
homelessness, other factors can result in homelessness among veterans. The National Coalition
for Homeless Veterans offers an overview:
“In addition to the complex set of factors influencing all homelessness – extreme
shortage of affordable housing, livable income and access to health care – a large
number of displaced and at-risk veterans live with lingering effects of post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD) and substance abuse, which are compounded by a lack of family
and social support networks. Additionally, military occupations and training are not
always transferable to the civilian workforce, placing some veterans at a disadvantage
when competing for employment.”55
These factors are similar to those itemized by veteran homelessness experts in Washington
state. For example, Gov. Inslee’s Results Washington performance measurement initiative
states that veterans “are experiencing challenges similar to those of the overall homeless
community. High rents are resulting in working veterans being unable to afford the cost of rent
and/or mortgage. This is especially difficult for senior veterans on fixed incomes.”56
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In addition, the state-level DVA believes that a significant proportion of homeless veterans
suffer from service-derived PTSD that requires some type of support. This is based on anecdotal
information from community-based social service providers, as well as national research.57
Statewide research has mostly focused on the overall homelessness population. Most notably,
Commerce analyzed trend data on six factors:
• Family stability and composition.
• Employment levels.
• Usage of opiates, alcohol and other drug dependence.
• Educational attainment and skills.
• Escalating rental costs.
• Lower vacancy rates.
Of these six factors, only rental costs and vacancy rates changed substantially from 2012 to
2015.58 A Commerce white paper noted that “(p)roblems caused by rent increases are
exacerbated by the associated issue of very low vacancy rates, which make it difficult for people
to find a unit even when they have sufficient income or rental assistance to pay market rents.”
Recent King County research on veteran homelessness included three additional factors:59
• While the overall population of veterans has been declining, the number who qualify
as low income (below 200 percent of the poverty line) has grown 43 percent since
2010.
• Sixty percent of veterans in King County are over the age of 55. This has resulted in
an uptick in service-related illnesses and disabilities. Veterans of more recent
military conflicts are also experiencing higher rates of disability and mental illness –
which, in turn, contributes to high suicide rates among this population.
• Unlike civilian populations, the number of veterans can quickly change in response
to federal policies and world events.
Despite King County’s wide-ranging research, a recent report concluded that the county “does
not yet fully understand” the reasons why veteran homelessness has grown by an average of 66
new veterans seeking assistance per month.60 In addition to reasons discussed above, another
factor may be improved training of street outreach workers and increased standardization of
homeless population intake procedures by partner agencies (i.e., intake in the coordinated
entry system). The latter could be leading to more homeless being counted as veterans.
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King County’s assessment suggests how the scale of veteran homelessness may not be just a
function of external factors, such as the cost of housing. Also relevant could be organizational
mechanisms used at the state and local levels to support veterans with varying levels of
eligibility to VA benefits.

USICH’s 10 Strategies for Ending Veteran Homelessness
Recent local- and state-level efforts in Washington have been operating within a national policy
direction developed during the Obama administration. USICH, in collaboration with HUD and
VA, adopted Opening Doors: Federal Strategic Plan to Prevent and End Homelessness in 2010,
and amended it in 2015.61 The plan sets forth goals and timeframes to sequentially end veteran
homelessness, chronic homelessness, and homelessness among family, youth, and children by
2020.
USICH placed its initial emphasis on veteran homelessness, expanding or creating a number of
tools for use by federal, state, and community leaders and service providers, including:
• Ten Strategies: USICH emphasizes the importance of: 1) leadership commitment, 2)
system orientation, 3) coordinated entry, 4) ambitious goals, 5) improving
transitional and supportive housing, 6) engaging private landlords as partners, 7)
coordinating outreach and engagement, 8) closely tracking individual veterans, 9)
increasing employment, and 10) solving veterans’ legal needs.62
• Criteria and Benchmarks: USICH has created specific criteria and benchmarks to
guide implementation of the strategies and measure progress.63
• Data-Based Decision Making: USICH recently published a report highlighting the
importance of creating and using timely and accurate data to further reduce
homelessness.64
• Mayor’s Challenge: This is a federal interagency initiative that calls on cities,
counties, and states to commit to ending and preventing veteran homelessness in
their communities. Since 2014, 880 jurisdictions have taken on the challenge.65
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USICH’s 10 strategies are more fully described in Appendix A. These strategies are linked to the
goal of bringing the number of homeless veterans to “functional zero.” This does not mean that
a jurisdiction’s PIT Count reaches zero. Instead, it represents when fewer veterans are
becoming homeless (called “inflow”) than are being housed (“outflow”), and when no veteran
is homeless for more than 90 days. Under this methodology, the VA strives for a “wellcoordinated and efficient community system that assures homelessness is rare, brief, nonrecurring, and where no veteran is forced to live on the street.”66
Jurisdictions can be certified by USICH as having ended veteran homelessness. This is done
through submittal of information to the agency that it has met specific criteria and benchmarks,
particularly regarding its inflow versus outflow of veterans.67
The Trump administration has not changed the strategies, but is backing off from the goal of
reaching zero in favor of cutting the number of homeless veterans to below 15,000. Former VA
Secretary David Shulkin told the National Coalition for Homeless Veterans that:
“[Z]ero is not necessarily the right number. There is going to be a functional zero,
essentially somewhere around 12,000 to 15,000 that despite being offered options for
housing and getting them off the street, there are a number of reasons why people may
not choose to do that. We do have to respect the wishes of people who are adults and
able to make their own decisions."68
Shulkin also noted that nearly a quarter of all homeless veterans live in California and roughly
another quarter are in only six other states: Texas, Florida, New York, Colorado, Washington,
and Oregon. Targeting those regions will be a priority, according to the Military Times.69 It is
unclear if any federal programs that provide support to homeless veterans will receive budget
cuts. Proposals from the Trump administration and the House have called for the elimination of
USICH, but a Senate proposal fully funded the agency.70
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Three States That Ended Veteran Homelessness
USICH has certified three states as having reached functional zero: Connecticut, Delaware, and
Virginia. These states continue to have meaningful numbers of homeless veterans in their PIT
counts, although they are mostly declining – and substantially lower than Washington’s.
Virginia and Connecticut have also substantially reduced their number of unsheltered veterans.
In Virginia they fell by almost half between 2009 and 2017. Perhaps even more importantly,
only 24 percent — 94 homeless veterans — were unsheltered in 2017.
Figure 19: 2009-2017 PIT Counts for ‘Functional Zero’ States and Washington
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Figure 20: Virginia Sheltered and Unsheltered Veterans, 2009-2017
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As a point of comparison, Washington had 999 unsheltered veterans, which was 48 percent of
total homeless vets in the state. Virginia’s PIT Count is impressive, given that the state has a
larger total population (8.46 million vs. 7.42 million) and veteran population (725,028 vs.
560,200), as well as more active-duty personnel (91,134 vs. 46,378) than Washington.
Connecticut and Delaware are less directly comparable to Washington as a whole because their
populations are much smaller, and neither has a substantial number of veterans or a military
presence. Connecticut’s population is more comparable to King County (3.57 million vs. 2.15
million), and Delaware to Pierce County (960,054 vs. 859,400).71, 72 Yet Connecticut’s veteran
homeless levels in 2017 were closer to those of Pierce, and Delaware’s to Kitsap – counties
roughly one fourth their total populations (see Figure 21).
Figure 21: Sheltered and Unsheltered Veterans in Four States and Three Washington Counties, 2017
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One factor in a state’s level of homelessness is its rental housing vacancy rate. A lower vacancy
rate can make it harder for veterans on low incomes – even with federal vouchers (called HUDVASH vouchers) – because a landlord can charge more on the open market.
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Between 2009 and 2017, Washington usually had the lowest vacancy rate among the four
states. In contrast, Virginia had one of the highest vacancy rates. In the second quarter of 2017
Virginia’s vacancy rate was 2.3 percentage points higher than Washington’s (see Figure 22).
Note that the rates are a percent of total rental inventory as of the second quarter of each
year.73 Virginia’s rental vacancy rate has averaged higher than the “natural rate”74 of about 7
percent, whereas Washington’s vacancy rate has consistently been too low, resulting in rents
growing much faster than general inflation. From 2012 to 2016, Washington’s average rents
grew 19 percent, while Virginia’s increased only 8 percent.75 Rent hikes are associated with
increases in homelessness, with the primary mechanism likely being the disruption and
displacement of household budgets, more than the fact the rent is a larger amount.76
Figure 22: Rental Housing Vacancy Rates in Four States, 2009-2017
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Virginia and Washington were similar in two other potential factors in a state’s homelessness
level: The cost of housing relative to wage levels. The fair market rent for a two-bedroom
dwelling was $1,211 for Virginia and $1,229 for Washington, according to data analyzed by the
National Low Income Housing Coalition (NLIHC).77
Table 4 shows how market-rate rental levels were much higher than what an extremely lowincome person could afford. The benchmark for affordability is total housing costs no higher
than 30 percent of gross income.
Table 4: Housing Affordability in Three States and Two Metropolitan Areas, 2017
State/Metro Area
Connecticut
Delaware
Virginia
Washington state
Seattle/Bellevue HMFA*
Washington D.C. HMFA

2-Bedroom
Monthly Rent

30% of Area
Median Income

Monthly Rent at
30% of AMI

Renters % Total
Households

$1,285
$1,124
$1,211
$1,229
$1,544
$1,746

$28,155
$22,774
$24,472
$23,786
$28,800
$30,090

$704
$569
$612
$595
$720
$827

33%
29%
34%
37%
40%
34%

Source: National Low Income Housing Coalition. See footnote 80. * HMFA is a Housing and Mortgage Finance Agency.

The housing affordability of Connecticut and Delaware were within the same ballpark: $1,285
and $1,124, respectively, for two-bedroom housing. An extremely low-income person could
afford $704 and $569 in each state, respectively.
Virginia was even more expensive than Washington when comparing the two states’ largest
metropolitan areas. In 2017, the fair market rent for a two-bedroom dwelling was $1,746 in the
Washington-Arlington-Alexandria Housing and Mortgage Finance Agency (HMFA) and $1,544
for the Seattle-Bellevue HMFA. The monthly rent that an extremely low-income person could
afford in each metropolitan area was $827 and $595, respectively.
An important caveat when considering NLIHC’s analysis is that their data on fair market rents
may not fully reflect the Seattle area’s quickly escalating housing costs. Nevertheless, the data
shows that Virginia has had similar housing affordability issues in recent years but has been
more successful than Washington in reducing veteran homelessness.
In announcing their USICH certification, the governors of Connecticut, Delaware, and Virginia
emphasized the importance of improving coordination among a complex array of local, state,
federal, and private partners.
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Virginia was the first state to “effectively end” veteran homelessness in late 2015.78 A major
focus was to develop a new system of rapid re-housing. A grant from the Freddie Mac
Foundation helped the state develop and implement a system that includes intensive training
and technical assistance to providers.79 Gov. Terry McAuliffe summarized the effort:
“Communities throughout Virginia have made vast improvements in their homelessness
response and housing assistance systems. By using evidenced-based tools for triaging
the needs of identified veterans, making both rapid re-housing and permanent
supportive housing resources available, as well as incorporating the principles of Housing
First throughout the entire spectrum of housing assistance for a veteran, these systems
have been streamlined to help a veteran experiencing homelessness to quickly secure
permanent housing.”80
Delaware was certified as eliminating veteran homelessness in November 2016. The Delaware
State Housing Authority led the initiative, which convened a workgroup that included providers,
local officials, county governments, and other partner organizations. Among the policy changes
was setting aside rental assistance vouchers for homeless veterans who were ineligible for
federal assistance.81
In Connecticut, structural changes were made in state government. Connecticut created a
Department of Housing to improve state-level coordination. The three-year initiative, which
was called the Reaching Home Campaign, was led by a workgroup that included a wide range of
federal, state, and local partners. Connecticut, like Virginia and Delaware, upgraded its datacollection systems, streamlined referral processes, and better coordinated outreach.
In announcing the state’s certification by USICH in February 2016, Gov. Dannel Malloy stated:
“Even with these strengthened homeless prevention services, this designation does not
mean a veteran in Connecticut will never again experience an episode of
homelessness. Instead, it means that when a veteran enters an episode of homelessness,
the state has the capacity and sustainable systems in place to quickly find and connect
this veteran to the assistance needed for him or her to achieve stable, permanent
housing. The state's network of partners are continually identifying veterans who are
78
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experiencing homelessness, rapidly providing them with interim housing when
necessary, and placing them into permanent housing with the appropriate support
services within 90 days.82”
Each of the three states began their efforts to end veteran homelessness by joining USICH’s
Mayors Challenge to End Veteran Homelessness campaign. As the name suggests, the primary
focus of the campaign has been local. Below is a look at a few community-level initiatives that
could shed light on potential housing opportunities for Washington’s homeless veterans.

Three Local Communities That Ended Veteran Homelessness
USICH has certified 57 communities as achieving functional zero. The three communities that
may have characteristics most relevant to Washington are:
• Houston, Texas
• Riverside, Calif.
• Portland/Gresham/Multnomah County, Ore.
These communities are most relevant because they have high-growth economies with
moderate climates and substantial veteran populations. However, these communities are not
directly comparable in size. Houston is part of the Houston-The Woodlands-Sugar Land
metropolitan area, which had a population of almost 6.8 million in 2016. This is almost twice
the size of the Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue (3.8 million). Riverside County tallied roughly half of the
Riverside-San Bernardino-Ontario metropolitan area’s population of 4.5 million. Multnomah
County is by far the smallest of the group, with a population comprising less than a third of the
Portland-Vancouver-Hillsboro area’s 2.4 million.83
Until 2013, Houston and Riverside had higher levels of veteran homelessness than the SeattleKing County CoC. However, in recent years these two communities experienced dramatic
reductions while Seattle’s shot upward (see Figure 23). Between 2011 and 2017, Riverside’s city
and county CoC fell 65 percent – the same percentage as Houston area’s CoC.84
Figure 23 compares Point-In-Time counts for the Seattle, Houston, Riverside, and Portland
CoCs.
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Figure 24 shows that both Riverside and Houston saw dramatic reductions in the number of
unsheltered veterans. In contrast, Portland’s has been relatively steady while Seattle’s was
fairly low until 2017.
Figure 23: PIT Counts for Three ‘Functional Zero’ CoCs and Seattle CoC, 2011-2017
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Figure 24: Sheltered and Unsheltered Veterans in Four CoCs, 2011-2017
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Figure 25 compares sheltered and unsheltered homeless vets in the three CoCs, with Seattle,
Tacoma, and Everett CoCs included for comparison. Note that Riverside’s figures are similar to
Tacoma’s even though it has almost three times the population.
Figure 25: Sheltered and Unsheltered Homeless Veterans in Six CoCs, 2017
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One factor working against Seattle and in favor of Houston and Riverside has been that the
latter two regions have had consistently higher vacancy rates. Even in 2017, when the vacancy
rates converged somewhat, Seattle was lower than Houston by 4.0 percent and Riverside by 1.9
percent. In contrast, Portland had a lower vacancy rate than Seattle for three years (2013, 2014
and 2015).
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Figure 26: Rental Housing Vacancy Rates in Four MSAs, 2011-2017
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Houston and Riverside’s greater success in reducing veteran homelessness could also have
been aided by their lower housing costs. The monthly cost of two-bedroom housing in Houston
was only 58 percent of the cost in the Seattle area in 2017.85 This gap has likely widened.
Seattle’s housing prices grew 13.2 percent in between August 2016 and August 2017.86
Table 5: Housing Affordability in Four Metropolitan Areas, 2017
Metro Area

Houston HMFA*
Riverside MSA**
Portland MSA
Seattle/Bellevue HMFA

2-Bedroom
Monthly Rent

30% of Area
Median Income

Monthly Rent at
30% of AMI

Renters % Total
Households

$976

$21,450

$536

40%

$1,197

$18,960

$474

38%

$1,242

$22,410

$560

40%

$1,544

$28,800

$720

40%

Source: National Low Income Housing Coalition (see footnote 91). * HMFA is a Housing and Mortgage Finance Agency.
** MSA is a Metropolitan Statistical Area.

The city of Houston was certified as having ended veteran homelessness in June 2015. Although
the entire CoC of which Houston is part has not reached functional zero, the number of
unsheltered veterans fell by 88 percent in 2011 and 2017. Local efforts were aided by HUD and
USICH, which in 2012 began offering technical assistance to 10 major cities (including Seattle).
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The CoC launched The Way Home initiative, which brought together more than 70 partner
entities to cultivate coordination among providers that had previously operated in an isolated
fashion. Mandy Chapman Semple, Houston’s head of homeless initiatives, said their approach
“identifies homeless veterans and uses a coordinated access system to prescribe appropriate
interventions; allocates HUD-Veterans Affairs Supportive Housing (HUD-VASH) resources to
provide rental assistance, case management, and health services for chronically homeless
veterans; and uses funds from the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs Supportive Services for
Veteran Families program for rapid rehousing of other homeless veterans.”87
Riverside was the nation’s first large county to be certified as meeting functional zero in
November 2016. This was less than four years after establishing the Veteran Assistance
Leadership of Riverside County (VALOR) initiative. The goal was to find permanent housing for
all homeless veterans within the county.88 As with the three states that had achieved functional
zero, Riverside focused on creating a Housing First, rapid-response network that was built
around real-time data shared by all partner entities. Serving veterans became a priority.
"Virtually every agency or department or nonprofit within our community has identified
that veterans are a priority for us,” said Lynn Brockmeier of the Riverside University
Health System. “So our public housing authority, for example, set aside a priority for
veterans with their Section 8 vouchers. That really helped us shift the dynamic."89
In 2016, Portland was certified as the first West Coast city to end veteran homelessness. This
was accomplished by a regional coalition called A Home For Everyone. This group followed
USICH strategies such as using data-driven assessment, prioritizing vulnerable populations, and
emphasizing rapid rehousing. However, Portland’s plan reflected local values, such as striving to
end veteran homelessness without redirecting services from other populations.90
A Home For Everyone memo itemized the three major obstacles facing the group:
• Escalating housing costs have made it difficult for low-income veterans to find
affordable rental without assistance.
• A low vacancy rate has made it difficult for veterans to find housing even when they
have rental assistance. This has been particularly challenging for vets with
specialized needs best met through permanent supportive housing.
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•

Inadequate support for veterans who are ineligible for VA healthcare and those
seeking low-barrier “safety off the street” options.91

Portland’s plan took a variety of steps to respond to these obstacles. For example, the
Continuum of Care (CoC):
• Focused on securing benefits and/or employment for veterans, and created a
continuum of housing types and decreasing service intensity at housing sites.
• Combined HUD funding (such as HOME, Community Development Block Grants, and
Continuum of Care), VA Capital Grants and Per Diem funds, local subsidies, and state
funds. As an example, the area housing authority, Home Forward, provided funding
for security deposits for veterans with a HUD-VASH voucher.
• Added more than 600 shelter beds over the last two years, which doubled publicly
funded capacity.92, 93
The result: veteran homelessness fell by 3 percent between 2011 and 2017. Perhaps even more
important, the proportion of unsheltered homeless veterans dropped by 20 percent between
2015 and 2017.
The perceived gap between Portland’s declaration that it had ended veteran homelessness and
the continued presence of vets on the streets has sparked debate. For instance, a commander
at an American Legion post saw the news on television while sitting next to a homeless veteran.
“That was an unfortunate way to put it,” the commander told the Willamette Week. “It is more
accurate to say that there is a sustainable strategy, a long-term plan for actually dealing with
this.”94

What Can We Learn From Washington’s Local Jurisdictions?
Over the last three years a handful of Washington state jurisdictions have taken the Mayors
Challenge. These have included Seattle/King County, Snohomish County, Bremerton/Kitsap
County, Clallam County, Bellingham/Whatcom County Vancouver, and the cities of Spokane,
Kenmore, and Renton.95
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None has been certified as having ended veteran homelessness. Kitsap County was reportedly
“on the verge” of achieving functional zero” at the end of 2016.96 However, a county official
stated that the county was hesitant to apply for certification out of fear that it could reduce
federal funding.97
Kitsap reported that the number of unsheltered veterans had dropped from 45 to five over the
course of a year. This was a result of a county-wide initiative to implement USICH’s 10
strategies.98
When looking only at the total number of veterans in the annual PIT Count, Kitsap does not
appear to be doing better than most other urban Washington counties with relatively large
veteran populations. In 2017 Kitsap had 91 homeless veterans. This was the fourth highest of
any Washington county and behind only King, Pierce, and Spokane.
Figure 27 excludes King County to offer a more granular picture of how four, second-tier urban
counties have fared. For example, Kitsap rose above Snohomish because its total number of
homeless vets increased 122 percent between 2013 and 2017, whereas Snohomish held steady
with roughly 64 homeless vets per year.
Figure 27: Veteran PIT Counts for Four Second-Tier Urban Counties, 2013-2017
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The picture looks rather different when you compare the number of unsheltered veterans in
Kitsap and Snohomish counties (see Figure 28). Although Snohomish had a third as many total
homeless veterans in 2017, it had almost four times as many unsheltered vets as Kitsap.
The success of Kitsap’s program, called Homes for All Who Served, has depended less on
creating new services for veterans and more on better coordinating existing services. A staff
member at the Housing Solutions Center said, “There are no more barriers. People who went
for years feeling like they weren’t getting service suddenly are getting services.”99
Kitsap has come a long way from the kick-off meeting of this effort, when a county official was
shocked to learn that all of the partner entities had never before sat in the same room.100
Much like Kitsap, Snohomish County has embraced USICH’s approach through its Investing in
Futures initiative. The eight-year-old effort included a coordinated-entry service structure. In
addition, the county has shifted away from an emphasis on transitional housing in favor of
permanent supportive housing.101 Snohomish had 22 vets in emergency shelters but zero in
transitional housing in 2017. Figure 29, shows that this was atypical for larger counties.
Figure 28: Sheltered and Unsheltered Veterans in Four Urban Counties, 2013-2017
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Meanwhile, Snohomish has maintained a steady number of shelter beds between 2010 and
2017. A county strategic plan stated that this “is consistent with practices in progressive
jurisdictions that are maximizing the allocation of resources to evidence-based practices aimed
at ending homelessness, while continuing to dedicate resources as needed to manage it.”102
Spokane County had a relatively similar mix of veterans in emergency shelter (62 people) and
transitional housing (47 people) in 2017. However, it had an unusually small number of
unsheltered vets (nine people) for a higher-population county. The City of Spokane joined the
Mayors Challenge in early 2015.103 This has reportedly resulted in greater coordination among
local partners. Between 2015 and 2017, the number of unsheltered vets has been steady but
the number sheltered has increased by 20 percent.
Of the four second-tier urban counties, Pierce had the highest veteran homelessness numbers
between 2013 and 2017. This is largely the result of a 10-fold jump in unsheltered vets during
this period. The dramatic increase occurred despite countywide efforts to implement USICH’s
10 strategies. A memo by a local provider asked whether a major driver of this trend could be
the release of 25,000 veterans and their families into Pierce County between 2014 and 2016.104
The above discussion hints at the diversity of situations in which Washington’s counties may
find themselves even when they are all attempting to implement the same federal strategies.
Figure 29 provides an additional layer of analysis. This figure is a variation of Figure 13 with King
County removed and Skagit County added.
Pierce, Snohomish, Whatcom, Thurston, and Skagit – all Puget Sound counties – had a large
proportion of unsheltered vets in 2017. Kitsap was the only county in that region with a high
proportion of sheltered vets. Kitsap was also among only two other counties – Spokane and
102
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Walla Walla – with a high proportion of transitional housing. Note that two of the three with
high transitional housing were counties east of the Cascades.
It is important to look at Figure 29 within the proper scale. The first four counties listed are
among the most urbanized in the state. Yet if you add up the number of homeless veterans in
these four counties plus the six others on this graph, they would total 633 homeless veterans
for 2017. This was less than half King County’s total count.
In addition, these 10 counties contained only a third as many unsheltered vets and half as many
in transitional housing as King. Where they came closest was in the number of vets housed in
emergency shelters, where they reached 75 percent of King’s population.
Ninety-four percent of the state’s total number of homeless veterans were in the above 10
counties plus King. Washington’s 28 other counties had only 131 homeless vets in the 2017 PIT
Count.

Figure 29: Emergency, Transitional, and Unsheltered Veterans in 10 Counties, 2017
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Excluding King County, Pierce had by far the most unsheltered veterans in 2017. This does not
appear to be primarily a product of high housing costs. The income needed to earn 30 percent
of area median income in Pierce County was lower than any other west-side urban county and
roughly $6,500 lower than in Snohomish County. Yet Snohomish has half as many homeless
vets – unsheltered and total alike. Pierce’s lower housing costs could contribute to its much
lower veteran homeless level than King County’s.
Table 6: Housing Cost and Vacancy Rates in 11 Counties, 2017
County
King County
Snohomish County
Kitsap County
Thurston County
Clark County
Pierce County
Whatcom County
Skagit County
Spokane County
Walla Walla County
Yakima County
State Average

2-Bedroom
Monthly Rent
$1,544
$1,544
$1,039
$1,071
$1,242
$1,142
$968
$958
$869
$766
$814
$1,229

30% of Area
Median Income
$28,800
$28,800
$23,130
$22,890
$22,410
$22,350
$20,490
$19,890
$19,710
$18,870
$15,660
$23,786

Monthly Rent
at 30% of AMI
$720
$720
$578
$572
$560
$559
$512
$497
$493
$472
$392
$595

Renters % Tot.
Households
43%
34%
33%
35%
35%
39%
37%
33%
37%
36%
38%
37%

%
Vacancy
3.9
4.2
3.0
2.3
2.6
3.0
0.4
2.7
1.7
0.8
1.3
3.5

Source: National Low Income Housing Coalition and Runstad Center for Real Estate Studies

Table 7 helps answer some of the above questions. Pierce County’s veteran homelessness may
be twice as high as Snohomish’s in part because its total veteran population is almost 70
percent larger. This is a product of hosting Joint Base Lewis McCord, the American Lake
Veterans Administration Hospital, and the Health Center being located in Pierce County.
Kitsap has over 30 percent more total homeless veterans than Snohomish, despite Snohomish
having a larger total population, more veterans, a higher average rent, and a similar vacancy
rate. Kitsap’s population has the largest proportion of veterans of any county – 14.1 percent,
which was more than twice as high as Snohomish’s. In addition, vets were over-represented in
Kitsap’s total homelessness by 3.5 percent whereas they were under-represented in
Snohomish’s by 0.8 percent. Further study might help identify contributing factors to localized
variation in rates of veteran homelessness.
Consider Snohomish and Spokane counties. Snohomish has a larger total and veteran
population and an average rent that is almost 56 percent higher. Yet, Spokane had almost twice
as many homeless veterans. Further study could determine if the key factor relates to
Spokane’s lower vacancy rate of 2.9 compared to 4.3 percent.
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Perhaps the most perplexing data point in Table 7 is that King County’s veterans were overrepresented among its homeless population by 6.5 percent. In other words, only 5 percent of
the county’s population were veterans, but 11.4 percent were homeless. In contrast, Pierce
County’s vets were slightly under-represented (by 0.3 percent) among its homeless population.
Again, further study would help uncover local drivers of veteran homelessness.
Table 7: Population Data for 11 Counties with the Most Homeless Veterans, 2017
Total
Veteran
Vet % Tot.
Homeless
Total
Population Population
Pop.
Vets
Homeless
King County
2,153,700
106,627
5.0%
1,329
11,643
Pierce County
859,400
91,002
10.6%
136
1,321
Spokane County
499,800
44,065
8.8%
118
1,090
Kitsap County
264,300
37,137
14.1%
91
517
Snohomish County
789,400
54,202
6.9%
65
1,066
Whatcom County
216,300
13,570
6.3%
51
713
Walla Walla County
61,400
4,471
7.3%
45
168
Thurston County
276,900
32,343
11.7%
38
534
Yakima County
253,000
13,143
5.2%
32
572
Clark County
471,000
35,986
7.6%
30
749
Skagit County
124,100
10,861
8.8%
23
321
Statewide
7,310,300
560,200
7.7%
2,093
21,112

Vets % Total
Homeless
11.4%
10.3%
10.8%
17.6%
6.1%
7.2%
26.8%
7.1%
5.6%
4.0%
7.2%
9.9%

Sources: Office of Financial Management, U.S. Dept. of Housing and Urban Development, U.S. Dept. of Veteran Affairs, and
Runstad Center for Real Estate Studies

King County’s 2017 PIT Count found that 77 percent of people experiencing homelessness were
from within the county, while 5 percent were from Pierce, and another 5 percent from
Snohomish.105 Five percent of King’s homeless vets equals 67 people. If that number were
added to the PIT counts of Pierce and Snohomish, the total number of homeless vets would
increase by 49 percent and 56 percent, respectively. However, 77 percent of King’s 1,329 vets
would still be 1,023 people.
Another point of reference that adds depth as well as ambiguity to the discussion is an
affordability of homeownership index. Research has found that declining home ownership
affordability can drive up prices in the rental market, which can negatively affect renters with
lower incomes.106 Table 8 shows how King County’s home affordability is among the lowest of
the 11 counties with the most homeless veterans. However, between 2013 and 2017, Pierce
County saw a much sharper drop in affordability – and is now only slightly lower than
Snohomish County.
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In 2017, Spokane and Kitsap counties both saw their affordability index fall below 100. The
Runstad Center for Real Estate Studies states that when the index is above 100, housing is
affordable for a first-time homeowner who paid 85 percent of the county’s median home price,
placed a 10 percent down payment, and who had 70 percent of median household income for
that county.107 In the third quarter of 2017, only three of the 11 counties with the most
homeless veterans either met or come close to affordability (Spokane, Kitsap, and Walla Walla).
This is down from five counties in 2013. Thurston and Yakima saw their affordability drop by 22
and 16 points, respectively, while King saw its affordability index fall only 13 points.
Table 8: Home Affordability Index for 11 Counties with the Most Homeless Veterans, 2013-2017
County

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

King County
Pierce County
Spokane County
Kitsap County
Snohomish County
Whatcom County
Walla Walla County
Thurston County
Yakima County
Clark County
Skagit County
Statewide

58.9
87.7
101.2
94.6
76.6
70.7
94.2
94.9
95.6
89.4
79.1
80.6

59.3
86.0
105.4
103.6
74.0
73.0
107.5
91.7
97.4
88.3
75.3
80.4

58.1
79.0
102.7
104.3
70.4
72.4
116.1
84.6
94.4
87.4
61.0
78.7

51.6
70.7
106.9
108.7
67.9
69.8
108.9
81.3
85.8
83.7
53.7
75.2

45.9
57.2
97.1
97.3
57.9
63.6
106.3
72.5
80.0
72.5
44.1
66.0

Source: Runstad Center for Real Estate Studies See footnote 110.

The above numbers suggest that other counties – both east and west side – are catching up to
King. Might that lead to a lower concentration of homeless veterans in King relative to the rest
of the state? The answer to that question is unknown. However, at least in the near term, how
Seattle and King County address veteran homelessness could go a long way toward determining
the state’s ability to achieve functional zero.
In recent years both jurisdictions have drawn upon USICH’s 10 strategies in efforts to retool
their services to veterans as well as other homeless populations.
Seattle Mayor Jenny Durkan has called for a Seattle-King county regional consolidation of
homelessness services in order to reduce administrative overhead and better coordinate
service delivery.108 This follows an effort by her predecessor, Ed Murray, to put together a
107
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proposed countywide 0.1 sales tax increase in 2018 that replaces a Seattle-only property tax
levy.109 Murray also called for an overhaul of Seattle’s homelessness programs that included
developing a coordinated-entry system that transitions from “one focused on matching people
to programs to one that adapts programs to match people.”110
Meanwhile, King County is moving forward with programmatic improvements in the wake of
voter renewal in November of a levy that provides $354 million over six years for services to
veterans, seniors, and vulnerable populations.111 This program places an emphasis on
“increased systemization of services to simplify veterans’ access to the services that can help
them meet complex needs.” That includes better coordinating providers and boosting the
number of advocates who “help veterans and families bridge the gaps and connect to the
services and benefits they have earned.”112
In 2017, Murray stated:
“The U.S. Interagency Council on Homelessness has looked at how Seattle spends its
money. For years, they have urged us to adopt an approach that is person‐centered, uses
data to invest in what works, and is aligned with our federal partners. But our City has
been unable for decades to gather the political courage to make this shift.”112
Murray went on to argue that Seattle’s system lacked sufficient coordination among providers
to quickly respond to people experiencing homelessness, regardless of their “housing
readiness” or eligibility for specific funding sources. That was partly the result of a:
“[P]atchwork of investments concentrated with specific providers without any precise
strategic direction. While individual providers may be highly successful with their niche
programs, the lack of systemic cohesion has resulted in a system that is not designed to
work efficiently to exit people out of homelessness.”113
Note that Murray did not singularly blame organizational processes and inefficiencies for the
level of homelessness in Seattle. He also pointed to a host of economic factors ranging from
escalating housing costs to inadequate funding for mental health and substance abuse
109
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treatment. However, his basic argument was in line with USICH’s approach, which is to focus on
improving system coordination.

Conclusion
The states and local jurisdictions that have achieved functional zero have placed an emphasis
on improving governance. This appears in better coordination across the variety of public and
private entities typically involved with veterans, housing, and social services.
At the local level, embracing the federal goal of rapidly rehousing homeless veterans has led
providers to work much more closely with each other. Key steps have been to create a
coordinated-entry system that includes a standardized assessment process and data sharing
across all partner organizations. Each of the three states that has been certified by USICH as
having reached functional zero has made meaningful structural reforms, e.g., creating new
agencies, clarifying roles and responsibilities, and adopting aggressive and highly visible goals.
Perhaps the most important finding of Section 1 is that statewide success in achieving
functional zero requires strong leadership from governors. A parallel dynamic can be seen at
the local level. Jurisdictions that articulated clear goals and lines of accountability have been
more successful than those that did not.
This is not to say that King County’s high veteran homelessness numbers are solely a function of
governance. A local homelessness official told the Seattle Times that more housing units were
also needed.114 Nor would it be fair to argue that Washington is responding less effectively to
homelessness merely because its PIT counts are up. The increased number of homeless
identifying as veterans could at least be partly understood as a laudable improvement in the
quality of our state’s data-collection systems.
One could also argue that the single biggest factor affecting veteran homelessness in
Washington is an overheated housing market. Nevertheless, other states and communities with
relatively high housing costs – such as Virginia and Portland, Ore. – have shown that USICHinspired program improvements can achieve functional zero.
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Section 2: Housing Opportunities That Span the Continuum of
Care
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An Overview of Policy Levers
Housing opportunities for veterans experiencing homelessness can be viewed as balancing
inventory with need. This balancing act has complexities, such as whether veterans with various
types of medical or psychiatric conditions have access to housing connected to the right kinds
of specialized services. Nevertheless, the federal government’s goal of ending veteran
homelessness can be summarized in the equation: need – inventory = zero.
The previous section focused primarily on governance reforms because those arguably
represent the foundation on which all policy levers rest. Section 2 will offer an overview of a
range of housing needed by veterans that spans the range of geographical need. These
approaches are sorted into four broad categories: architectural innovation, land-use regulation,
social services, and funding mechanisms.
Some of the housing opportunities discussed below have been long used, but others are not
widely implemented. Some are specific to veterans, whereas others would reduce
homelessness in general. The goal of the discussion below is to cultivate a “systems approach”
to veteran homeless policy that integrates a menu of options that address both sides of the
“need – inventory” equation. An inventory of federal and state programs that are exclusively or
significantly focused on veteran homelessness can be found in appendices B and C.

Policy Levers: Which Ones are Most and Least Used?
Traditional Housing
The most generally used models for housing homeless veterans include:
• Permanent-supportive housing: non-time-limited affordable housing with supportive
services for homeless veterans. 115
• Adult family homes: a residential home licensed to provide housing and care for up
to six non-related residents. 116
• General assisted living: licensed to provide housing and care to seven or more
people in a home or facility located in a residential neighborhood.117
Transitional housing – housing and services provided for up to two years, typically in
a dedicated building.118
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•
•

•

Special projects: housing that has been “rehabilitated” or “refurbished” for use by a
defined population, such as homeless veterans.
Grant and Per Diem program: a funding stream for affordable rental housing for
veterans. These funds can be used to cover the costs of construction or acquisition
of transitional or permanent supportive housing for homeless veterans, or a related
service center.119
Mobile or manufactured homes: prefabricated homes built to federal Manufactured
Home Construction and Safety Standards.120

Architectural Innovation: Bringing Emerging Ideas into the Mainstream
Alternative and up-and-coming housing options include:
• Conversion of dying malls: In the next five years, up to 25 percent of American malls
may close.121 This opens up redevelopment opportunities, such as converting malls
into micro-apartments122 or full-service communities for seniors.123 For example,
Seattle’s Northgate Mall, which opened in 1950, has been described as ripe for
redevelopment that aligns with an increasingly mixed-use, walkable neighborhood
sprouting up around it.124, 125
• Prefabricated apartments: Built off-site and stacked like Legos®, prefabs cost less
and can be put up faster than conventional construction. Google is buying 300 units
for its Mountain View, Calif. campus.126 The nonprofit American Family Housing is
building apartments out of shipping containers.127 In Seattle, the Compass Housing
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•

•

Alliance is installing 13 units of steel-frame modular housing.128 Meanwhile, the
Department of Corrections’ Stafford Creek Corrections Center, in partnership with
Pallett LLC, is designing and building emergency shelters that can be assembled in 20
minutes to help in disaster relief, migrant, or homeless situations. The houses are
designed to be durable, used year-round, and fit entire families.129
Wood frame construction for taller buildings: In recent years, wood has been used
to construct four-story buildings. However, developers are experimenting with
wood-framed buildings that are five stories or taller by using advanced technologies
that reduce costs and carbon emissions compared to steel and concrete
construction.130
Individual-lease apartments: This approach allows two or more people to live in the
same apartment but pay separate rents. Individual-lease apartments have typically
been used for student housing but could be used more broadly in high-cost urban
areas.131

Land-Use Regulation: Sparking the Development of Low-Income Housing
•

•

•

Accessory dwelling units (ADUs): Relatively few residences have added a small, selfcontained residential unit to the lot of an existing single-family home because they
are either prohibited by local ordinances or there are too many regulatory hurdles.
The Association of Washington Cities (AWC) and the Municipal Research and
Services Center (MRSC) have developed policy suggestions for encouraging ADU
construction.132
Mandatory inclusionary zoning: Redmond and Federal Way are examples of
Washington cities that have implemented regulations requiring developers to
construct a minimum number of affordable housing units or an “in lieu of” payment.
These can cover an entire jurisdiction or, in the case of Issaquah, only its urban
core.133
Reduction of parking requirements: Car-friendly parking requirements increase
carbon emissions, encourage sprawl, reduce walkability, and exclude low-income
people, according to Donald Shoup, a planning professor at the University of
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•

California at Los Angeles. He proposes limits on parking requirements in transit-rich
neighborhoods to address such issues.134
“Programmatic” Environmental Impact Statements (EISs): These types of EISs can
streamline the permitting process, thereby reducing development costs by avoiding
repetitive analysis of multiple projects in a given area.135

Social Services: Preventing or Minimizing the Duration of Homelessness
•

•

•

•

Federal housing-related services for veterans: The federal resources offered to
eligible veterans include rent subsidies through HUD-VA Supportive Vouchers
(VASH); assistance in accessing Social Security disability benefits through the
SSI/SSDI Outreach, Access, and Recovery (SOAR) program; and a veteran
reintegration program that includes housing assistance (see Appendix B).
Tenant/homeowner protection: Vancouver has passed a number of tenant
protections, such as a 45-day notice of rent increase by more than 10 percent.136 The
legislature banned discrimination based on the source of income through Chapter
66, Laws of 2018. A Foreclosure Fairness Program administered by Commerce helps
homeowners and lenders explore alternatives to foreclosure (see Appendix C).
Washington has a “slumlord accountability” law that guarantees relocation
assistance for renters whose properties are shut down by local governments due to
landlord negligence.137
Veterans treatment courts: Seven counties – Clark, King, Kitsap, Pierce, Spokane,
Stevens, and Thurston – operate veteran treatment courts to pair defendants with
veteran mentors to ensure that participants engage in treatment and receive proper
benefits.138 In addition, DVA has partnered with King, Thurston, and Clark county
veteran treatment courts to offer assistance such as transitional housing upon
release from jail (see Appendix C).139
Landlord mitigation: A state-funded program through Commerce provides financial
assistance to private market landlords to mitigate qualifying damages caused by
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tenants who use HUD’s Housing Choice Voucher Program (see Appendix C). This
program was expanded in the 2018 legislative session (Chapter 66, Laws of 2018).140

Funding Mechanisms: Mixing and Matching the Right Sources
•

•

•

•

Local taxes for affordable housing: With a vote of the people, counties and cities can
implement a 0.1 percent sales-and-use tax to build new affordable housing units and
mental health facilities. In addition, counties and cities can impose a regular
property tax levy up to 50 cents per $1,000 of assessed value of property for
affordable housing. Bellingham approved such a levy in 2012 and has used the
dollars to build new rental housing as well as rent subsidies and emergency winter
shelter.141 Meanwhile, Seattle passed several levies over the years to fund
affordable housing for low-income Seattle residents. Their 2016 levy is estimated to
bring in approximately $290 million spanning over seven years.142
State-level operation funding: Commerce administers the Consolidated Homeless
Grant, which combines state homeless funding into a single grant opportunity for
counties, or designated lead entities within counties, to combat homelessness.
Counties also receive 67 percent of statewide homeless recording fees, and use it to
fund homeless housing beds, including emergency shelter, transitional housing, and
permanent supportive housing in their communities. Use of these funds is guided by
statutorily required local homeless housing strategic plans (see Appendix C).
State-level capital funding: Commerce offers a number of programs, such as HOME,
the Washington State Housing Trust Fund, the National Housing Trust Fund, and the
Community Development Block Grant programs that provide loans and grants to
local governments, housing authorities, and nonprofit organizations to develop and
preserve low-income housing. The Washington State Housing Finance Commission
also administers several housing finance programs that create and preserve lowincome housing, including the federal Low-Income Housing Tax Credit Program,
which draws hundreds of millions of private investment dollars to Washington to
help develop low-income housing (see Appendix C).
Federal funding and technical assistance: The VA administers a handful of relevant
programs, including Supportive Services for Veteran Families (SSVF), which awards
grants to nonprofit organizations to provide case management support. The Grant
and Per Diem Program provides construction grants and operational funding for
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supportive housing and services on a transitional basis. In addition, the Veterans
Justice Outreach Program works with state and local veteran courts to help link
justice-involved veterans with VA services (see Appendix B).
Figure 30 illustrates how Washington’s veteran homelessness policy has tended to focus on
social services and funding mechanisms. Architectural innovations have received the least
attention, followed by land-use regulations. This may reflect the primary stakeholders who
have historically been involved in the veteran homelessness policy-development process,
governmental entities that disburse funding and social service providers.
In recent years, the policy dialogue has expanded as the state’s affordable housing crisis has
deepened. As a case in point, a Seattle Times article explored San Francisco’s multi-faceted
approach to homelessness policy, which places an emphasis on architectural innovations such
as stacking Lego®-style units on empty public spaces.143 Meanwhile, a high-profile report copublished this year by the AWC and MRSC, Homelessness & Housing Toolkit for Cities, presents
a broad range of ideas that fit in each of the four policy levers.144
Figure 30: Homelessness Policy Levers Used in Washington State
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How Do Washington’s Current Programs Impact Veteran Homelessness?
In 2017, Washington ranked 12th in the number of dedicated beds to veterans through its
various programs. Meanwhile, our state ranked 13th in the number of emergency shelter beds,
ninth in the number of transitional housing beds, second in the number of rapid rehousing
beds, and eighth in the number of permanent supportive housing beds.
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Table 9 shows how Washington’s bed count compares to seven other states. Note that these
are not comprehensive figures because charitable organizations that do not receive state
funding are not required to report the number of veterans they serve. In addition, the total
number of beds dedicated to veterans may be smaller than the number of sheltered vets. Most
notably, the existence of beds dedicated to veterans does not exclude them from accessing
housing available to the broader homeless population. However, the data can offer a general
sense of how Washington is doing compared to other states.
Table 9: Veteran Homelessness and Dedicated Vet Housing in Eight Selected States, 2017
State

Total
Sheltered Unsheltered Total Dedicated Emergency Transitional Safe
Homeless Vets
Vets
Vets
Vet Beds
Shelter
Housing
Haven

California

11,472

3,815

7,657

3,815

927

2,851

37

Washington

2,093

1,094

999

569

102

467

0

Oregon

1,251

583

668

333

40

293

0

Colorado

1,078

743

335

409

49

360

0

South Carolina

480

321

159

292

14

278

0

Virginia

478

384

94

163

59

94

10

Connecticut

191

177

14

190

22

168

0

Delaware

91

85

6

80

17

63

0

Sources: U.S. Dept. of Housing and Urban Development; U.S. Dept. of Veteran Affairs

The table below suggests that dedicated veteran beds in Washington’s CoCs provide shelter for
almost half of total sheltered vets. The Seattle/King CoC relies more on transitional housing.
Table 10: Veteran Homelessness and Dedicated Vet Housing in Washington State’s CoCs, 2017
Jurisdiction

Total
Sheltered Unsheltered
Homeless
Vets
Vets
Vets

Total Dedicated
Vet Beds

Emergency
Shelter

Transitional Safe
Housing
Haven

Seattle, King Co.

1,329

636

693

340

57

283

0

Balance of State

383

221

162

141

29

112

0

Spokane City, Co.

118

109

9

46

0

46

0

Tacoma, Pierce Co.

136

51

85

25

10

15

0

Everett, Snohomish Co.

65

22

43

6

6

0

0

Yakima City, Co.

32

32

0

11

0

11

0

61

Vancouver, Clark Co.

State Total

30

23

7

0

0

0

0

2,093

1,094

999

569

102

467

0

Sources: U.S. Dept. of Housing and Urban Development; U.S. Dept. of Veteran Affairs

Table 11 shows the varying approaches used by individual CoCs when it comes to
nonpermanent versus transitional and permanent housing. For example, in 2017 Seattle/King
County had a similar proportion of nonpermanent to permanent housing to the balance of the
state but far more than other urban CoCs.
Table 11: Permanent Veteran Housing Beds by Washington State’s CoCs, 2017
Rapid
Rehousing

Perm.
Support.
Housing

Other
Perm.
Housing

Nonperm.
Housing

Nonperm. /
Permanent
Housing

Seattle/King County CoC

117

1,283

25

340

24%

Washington Balance of State CoC

336

234

49

141

23%

Spokane City & County CoC

117

444

-

46

8%

Tacoma/Lakewood/Pierce County CoC

152

295

-

25

6%

Everett/Snohomish County CoC

27

322

-

6

2%

Yakima City & County CoC

-

127

20

11

7%

Vancouver/Clark County CoC

-

219

-

0

0%

749

2,924

94

569

15%

Jurisdiction

State Total

Sources: U.S. Dept. of Housing and Urban Development

The data in the above three tables comes from HUD’s annual Housing Inventory Count (HIC).
This survey, which is taken in conjunction with the annual PIT Count, focuses on housing
dedicated to serving homeless and formerly homeless individuals and families within each CoC
across the nation.
HIC data does not break out veterans as a subpopulation prior to 2017. Another source of data
that does – at least back to 2015 – is the Homeless Management Information System (HMIS).
This statewide database, administered by Commerce, includes data about clients who access
publicly funded housing and social services. However HIC data cannot be compared in an
apples-to-apples way with HMIS data because the latter represents a total annual tally rather
than a point-in-time count. In addition, HMIS counts those who identify as veterans, which may
be a larger group of people than the number beds set aside for veterans.
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HMIS began breaking out veterans as a subpopulation in 2015. The number of veterans
receiving assistance from providers that report into HMIS shot up by 118 percent in 2016 (see
Table 12 next page).
This statewide increase was partly driven by King County, which saw a 140 percent jump in
veterans entering housing assistance programs in 2016. King represented 36 percent of the
number of veteran households in Washington that were reported to have received housing
assistance.
Table 12: Veteran Households Entering Housing Assistance Programs, 2015-2016
Veteran Categories
Veterans Entered
Veteran Households with adults and children
Veteran Households age 18-24 without children
Veteran Households 25+ without children

2015

2016

3,089

6,719

-

667

24

82

1,921

5,767

Source: Washington State Department of Commerce

This report’s research team was unable to isolate why housing assistance increased
dramatically, which is why a comprehensive gaps analysis that compares total statewide need
versus housing opportunities could not be conducted.
The good news is that Washington is moving closer to being able to get this data. HUD required
all CoCs across the country to establish a coordinated entry system by January 2018. This
system allows all providers in a given CoC to share data through HMIS about veterans who are
either homelessness or in danger of becoming so. Information includes the needs, preferences,
and the barriers that people face to regaining housing. This data is gathered as part of a
standardized assessment process that identifies the most vulnerable people with the highest
needs. Providers then prioritize households for referral to appropriate housing and supportive
services resources listed in HMIS.
The bad news is that individual CoCs cannot “see” an adjoining CoC’s data. For example, a case
worker in King County could not look up whether Pierce County had any extra set-aside veteran
beds with specific disability needs. This limits coordination across CoC lines.
In addition, CoC-level data about housing inventory, services, and client needs cannot yet be
rolled up to a state level on a continuous basis. In June 2018, Commerce plans to complete a
data dictionary that standardizes HMIS data across all CoCs. This will allow data to be more
easily and accurately aggregated statewide. However, the data will still only be available on an
annual basis rather than continuously.
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Just as important, the state-level data collection is primarily designed to be used for contract
performance management rather than for policy analysis. For example, the data show the
number of people served and the cost per bed. But it does not say whether multiple people
have cycled through a bed during the time reported, how much time it took to find a client
housing, and if the client was counted in another capacity (e.g., as a veteran as well as a
disabled person, so counted twice in the system). This is because Washington does not have a
universally used “by-name” list that uses a single identifier that tracks the housing and services
used by an individual veteran.
Commerce uses HMIS data to publish county score cards.145 The report cards include abovelisted information as well as vacancy rates and median length of stay in emergency or
transitional housing. Not offered is trend analysis of future potential gaps.
Meanwhile, Washington’s other major housing database, Web-Based Annual Reporting System
or WBARS, does not communicate with HMIS. WBARS is administered by the Housing Finance
Commission in partnership with Commerce. This is problematic because WBARS is a
compilation of affordable multi-family rental projects. If this data could be connected to HMIS,
one could show gaps in the availability of housing. However, WBARS is limited:
• Only some publicly funded providers are required to report to WBARS, so the
inventory of affordable housing does not include units from all philanthropic and
religious groups, nor does it include an inventory of affordable units in the private
market.
• For the majority of properties, WBARS lists only a unit’s number of rooms rather
than beds. WBARS does provide a mechanism for properties to report the total
number of individuals served. However, the total unit capacity is not currently
tracked in this system other than by using an assumed standard value of 1.5 beds
per bedroom.
• Data does not capture the full complexity of all clients housed, as the purpose of this
system is to ensure compliance with public funder contract requirements. WBARS
currently only permits properties to record a primary attribute (e.g., veteran or
disabled) for each head of household served. WBARS doesn’t collect detailed
information about other household members. The data may thus under-report the
number of veterans served.
• WBARS does not contain personal identifiers and therefore cannot be crossreferenced with HMIS, which would combine client need, services used, and housing
inventory available.
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The fundamental problem is that Washington does not possess a database with a standardized
methodology that captures all relevant attributes of clients, beds, services, and inventory
through time at local, regional, and state levels.
As a stopgap measure, Washington has published an occasional report that partly relies on
manual data-collection methods. The Affordable Housing Needs Assessment146 has been
published in 2004 and 2015. A new edition is currently in production. In addition, the
Affordable Housing Advisory Board is developing an online platform that would allow the
assessment to be updated in real time.147
The Affordable Housing Needs Assessment is an important step forward in making possible a
data-driven approach to assessing any gaps – past, current, and anticipated – in housing
opportunities for veterans experiencing homelessness or vulnerable to it. The challenge here is
that policy analysis can be only as good as its data, which is significantly drawn from WBARS,
which has the previously listed shortcomings.
The situation with data on homeless veterans in general is similar to that of vets in need of
permanent supportive housing, which is the focus of the next section.
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Converting Units to Permanent Supportive Housing
Commerce was charged with including in this report an inventory of housing units that could be
converted to permanent supportive housing for geriatric veterans with psychiatric disorders.
This suggested to the research team the need to answer two questions:
• What are the housing gaps for veterans needing geriatric-psychiatric care?
• What is the inventory of buildings that could be converted to fill those gaps?
Geriatric is defined as 65 years and older. Levels of psychiatric care are defined by the individual
provider and may vary. HUD and VA provide funding and suggest best practices, but individual
CoCs – and the jurisdictions within them – operate with a significant level of autonomy.
Sixty-four percent of the state’s veterans are over the age of 65.148 Older vets experience major
depressive disorder at a rate twice that found in the general population.149 One-in-ten older
veterans suffer from depression,150 resulting in a 50 percent greater suicide rate than those
who did not serve in the military.151 In addition, recent research shows nearly 40 percent of
veterans in treatment for depression have been diagnosed as also suffering from PTSD.152 Older
veterans are also at risk for late-onset stress symptomatology (LOSS) as they confront normal
age-related changes.153 Mental health problems are often tied to other geriatric medical
conditions, such as diabetes or strokes.
These multiple morbidities necessitate the availability of a wider range of services for veterans
living in permanent supportive housing. Building conversions tied to these populations must
meet additional building and safety codes. This results in potentially more expensive
architectural and construction costs. A DSHS survey of service providers found that almost onethird of them saw increased costs required to accommodate elder care as their top concern.154
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The availability of personnel can also be problematic to permanent supportive housing
providers.155 For example, VA facilities have reported staffing shortages.156
The U.S. VA Geriatrics and Gerontology Advisory Committee has identified systemic barriers to
providing integrated care for veterans with complex medical, mental health, and behavioral
comorbidities:
• A fragmented inpatient care system that results in service silos for medical, geriatric
studies, and behavioral health.
• Limited capacity to provide care and meet the medical needs of individuals located
in medical institutions (e.g., medical and skilled nursing facilities).
• Gaps in staff competencies needed to address the integrated care needs of veterans
with serious mental illness and dementia.
• Patients with complex medical and behavioral care needs (sometimes referred to as
high-need, high-cost patients) often have multiple physical and behavioral health
conditions and account for a disproportionate share of health care spending.157
The National Alliance on Mental Illness states that individuals experiencing a mental health
crisis are more likely to encounter police than receive medical or psychiatric help. Arrested
mentally challenged individuals, usually for non-violent crime, remain either in jail awaiting trial
or serving sentences in prisons. In addition to being at greater risk of victimization, mental
health inmates tend to stay incarcerated much longer and frequently leave institutions worse
rather than better.158
State-level policymakers have recently addressed some of these issues. For example:
• The 2017 Washington state operating budget called for moving forensic patients
into Western and Eastern State hospitals to improve safety and quality of care while
increasing the number of available beds.
• Plans have been put in place to convert four 30-bed civil wards at Western State
Hospital to a forensic wards by 2021.
• In 2017, the Legislature funded six new walk-in crisis centers to be created in the
next two years to focus on acute care.
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Western and Eastern discharged 488 veterans from 2014 to 2016, according to DSHS. Of those
patients, 257 – or 53 percent – were over age 50. Eastern and Western provided a Point-inTime Count as of Nov. 30, 2017 with the average patient duration of stay:
• Civil patients, age 50-plus, resident in the combined state hospitals – The average
number of days was 1,163, with 33 veterans.
• Forensic patients, age 50-plus, resident in the combined state hospitals – The
average number of days was 4,326, with 14 resident veterans.
Table 13: Western and Eastern State Hospital Patients Age 50-Plus on November 30, 2017
Admission County
of Commitment
King
Pierce
Snohomish
Spokane
Kitsap
Whatcom
Douglas
Clark
Cowlitz
Thurston
Skagit
Benton
Yakima
Kittitas
Franklin
Stevens
Chelan
Clallam
Grays Harbor
Jefferson
Okanogan
Island
Lewis
Mason
Pacific
Walla Walla
Total

Civil Patients

Known Vet
Status

Forensic
Patients

Known Vet
Status

101
49
41
41
12
12
11
10
9
9
7
5
5
4
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
326

13
5
4
5
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
33

45
19
8
18
2
2
1
6
4
4
2
2
2
1
1
0
1
4
1
0
0
1
3
1
1
3
132

2
4
1
2
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
14

Source: Washington State Department of Social and Health Services
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Washington ranks 46th in the nation in the number of psychiatric beds available for those
suffering from mental illness, and our emergency rooms are overwhelmed by the number of
people who need help. Opioid overdoses are now the leading cause of accidental death in the
U.S., with 52,404 deaths in 2016. Both methamphetamine and opioid addiction are driving this
epidemic of addiction, which does not discriminate when it comes to race, sex, geography, or
income level.159 The veteran population is even more vulnerable. The Substance Abuse and
Mental Health Services Administration reports that mental health and substance abuse caused
more hospitalizations among veterans than any other cause.160
Additionally, with the lack of housing that provides mental health care, a segment of the
medically stabilized population that is not in psychiatric crisis lingers in medical beds because
they need more psychiatric treatment than can be provided by existing long-term or adult
family care facilities.
Illustrative of the financial burden to the system, approximately $8 million in patient expenses
were incurred by the Puget Sound VA hospital in Seattle from 2016 to 2017 by patients who
were medically stable but could not be placed in supportive housing due to the specific care
needed for behavioral health and dementia. Cathrine Kaminzky, chief of staff, Veterans Affairs
of Puget Sound Health Care System (VAP), stated that 127 patients from the above population
stayed more than 30 days in the VA Hospital. On a daily basis, this caused 10-15 acute beds to
be unavailable for their intended use. The average length of stay for these patients was 82 days
of in-patient care (see Appendix D).
In short, housing veterans who are not in a psychiatric crisis at medical facilities or at Western
or Eastern state hospitals cost the state more money and makes placement access for acute
patients more difficult. Improving out-placement of geriatric patients with psychiatric disorders
is a necessary step toward freeing more beds in these institutions.

Exploring the Data on Permanent Supportive Housing
The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services recognizes supportive housing as an
evidence-based approach that benefits people with behavioral health conditions. A prime
example is the VA’s Community Residential Care program, which provides care for veterans
who have a medical or psychiatric condition but do not need the intense care that a hospital or
nursing home would provide. Veterans live either in the home of a caregiver or in a certified
assisted-living facility with others that require the same level of care. Often Washington will
assist in subsidizing state-certified facilities.
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See footnote 139
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, “Veteran and Military Families,” (2017),
https://www.samhsa.gov/veterans-military-families
160
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The Veteran Homeless Gap Analysis Tool for Supportive Services for Veteran Families (SSVF)
provides a partial picture of the housing needs gap for Washington veterans. The picture is
partial because the data does not include all forms of federal housing support for veterans.
With that caveat, Table 14 shows that 81 percent of veterans needing assistance did not receive
permanent housing placements in January 2016.
Table 14: Gap Between Veterans Needing Permanent Housing and Placements, January 2016
Vets Needing
Assistance

Permanent Housing
Placements

Gap in Vet Need

Seattle / King County CoC

1,385

212

1,173

Balance of State

1,068

156

912

Spokane City & County CoC

417

96

321

Tacoma / Pierce County CoC

630

136

494

Everett/Snohomish County CoC

150

28

122

Yakima City and County CoC

50

32

18

Vancouver/ Clark County CoC

145

64

81

3,845

724

3,121

Continuum of Care

Statewide Total

Source: U.S. Department of Veteran Affairs, Veteran Homelessness Gap Analysis of FY2016 Numbers

To measure subsidized rental housing, Washington uses a Web-Based Annual Reporting
System, or WBARS, which is administered by the Washington State Housing Finance
Commission in partnership with Commerce. This tool captures data from affordable housing
property owners who report annually on their multi-family rental projects that have been
funded by the commission (via the Low Income Housing Tax Credit program), Commerce (via
the Housing Trust Fund, HOME, and National Housing Trust Fund programs), and several cities
and counties (cities of Seattle, Bellingham, Tacoma, and Spokane; King, Snohomish, Clark,
Pierce counties); and A Regional Coalition for Housing (ARCH).
WBARS does not include comprehensive statewide numbers because it includes only units
monitored by a handful of public funders (as listed above) and does not include all of the rental
housing units – private or subsidized – that are available to veterans in Washington.
Table 15 (see next page) shows the number of veteran households reported in subsidized
housing in the years 2013 to 2016. In King County, the number of veteran households declined
by 53 percent from 1,348 in 2013 to only 638 in 2016. This is during the same period when
King’s veteran PIT Count held fairly stable at around 1,000 people. The county almost singlehandedly drove down the state’s number of subsidized veteran households by 25 percent. The
rest of the state saw a 58 percent increase during that same period. However, even in 2016,
King County had almost 47 percent of the state’s subsidized veteran households.
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Table 15: Veteran Households Reported in Subsidized Rental Housing, 2013-2016
County
King
Pierce
Snohomish
Spokane
Walla Walla
Thurston
Clark
Whatcom
Cowlitz
Yakima
Clallam
Skagit
Klickitat
Skamania
Kitsap
Asotin
Douglas
Kittitas
Lewis
Chelan
Ferry
Grant
Island
Jefferson
Okanogan
Adams
Grays Harbor
Lincoln
Mason
San Juan
Stevens
Grand Total

2013
1,348
69
158
37
0
11
58
1
0
10
50
6
2
0
33
0
0
0
6
2
0
2
1
0
8
1
0
0
0
0
2
1,805

2014
866
299
145
51
139
20
25
2
0
33
57
1
2
1
36
0
0
1
2
3
0
0
0
2
3
0
0
0
0
1
0
1,689

2015
572
118
15
63
255
26
41
7
28
28
60
1
1
2
1
1
2
5
2
2
1
1
0
5
6
0
4
1
1
0
0
1,249

2016
638
278
118
84
67
37
33
22
21
19
13
7
4
4
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,362

Source: Web-based Annual Reporting System (WBARS) administered by the Housing Finance
Commission in partnership with Commerce

Meanwhile, the VA tracks use of HUD Veteran Affairs Supportive Housing vouchers (HUD-VASH)
issued. These vouchers combine rental assistance for homeless veterans with case
management and clinical services provided by VA. The Puget Sound region currently has 1,849
vouchers being tracked, which represents 72 percent of those in the state.
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A number of key informants had heard of veterans with vouchers in the Seattle area who either
took a long time to find housing or could not find it at all.161 This makes intuitive sense given
that the Puget Sound region has recently experienced the state’s highest increase in rents, the
lowest vacancies, and the largest concentration of veterans experiencing homelessness.
Even so, data from the VA indicates that the Puget Sound region has assigned to veterans 100
percent of their HUD-VASH vouchers, 92 percent of these vets were housed as of December
2017. In addition, 66 percent of the vouchers were used within 90 days of being issued.162
Another source of data on veterans is the Veterans’ Grants Per Diem program. This VA program
funds permanent supportive housing. In Washington these funds are used in support of five
models:
• Transitional housing.
• Hospital to housing.
• Service-intensive provides transitional housing and services to stabilize and move to
permanent supportive housing.
• Low-demand housing for chronically homeless veterans.
• In conjunction with housing, clinical treatment and job training to increase income.
In 2017, the DVA reported the following statewide usage: bridge (42 beds); hospital to housing
(15 beds); service-intensive (128 beds); low demand (25 beds); and service center (one bed).

What Attributes Are Needed in Permanent Supportive Housing?
Specific attributes must be present to support geriatric veterans with psychiatric needs. In
addition to Americans with Disabilities Act requirements, geriatric persons with psychiatric
disorders have structural requirements such as anti-ligature protections and barriers on all
windows. Addressing the psyche of the patient, treatment providers suggest admitting ample
natural light, providing access to controlled outdoor areas, and promoting staff efficiency by
minimizing distances between frequently used spaces.
In addition to structural requirements and guidelines, a specific service level should be met.
Physicians should have specialized training in geriatrics, 24-hour care, and patients should
receive a balance of privacy and socialization.
The location of the facility is also important. It should be located near community services such
as jobs, grocery stores, transit, and medical/behavioral health clinics.

161
162

VA Puget Sound Health Care System, Interview VA Puget Sound Homeless Program Manager
Ibid.
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As the feasibility study in Section 3 discusses, converting a building to permanent supportive
housing can have a significant impact on the cost of operational and capital needs. Shifting Port
Orchard’s Building 10 to permanent supportive housing would have required significant
expansion of security upgrades for the existing housing on campus. This increased the projected
budget for that development scenario by approximately $14 million.
This example illustrates the importance of examining not only the attributes needed by the
target population for permanent supportive housing, but also for existing populations located
near the proposed project.

Which Units Could Be Converted to Permanent Supportive Housing?
One of the central directives of the authorizing proviso of this report is to study “the conversion
of units to provide permanent supportive housing for geriatric veterans with psychiatric
disorders.” Although housing data is incomplete, it suggests that there may not be enough
housing stock linked to supportive services in the geographic areas where those services are
needed.
Unfortunately, this question cannot be completely answered at the state level. Multiple
building inventory listings are maintained at the federal, state, and local levels, but they are not
consistently defined, nor do they address the attributes that would be required for conversion
to permanent supportive housing. What follows is a discussion of the major lists.
Commerce: List of Surplus Public Property
In 2018, new legislation (Chapter 217, Laws of 2018)163 will require certain state agencies to
submit to Commerce inventories of surplus state property, as well as any surplus property
disposed of under the new law. The law also requires most state agencies to notify state, local,
federal, and tribal entities of any sale of surplus state lands. It also allows state or local agencies
to dispose of property to any local, private, or nongovernmental body for affordable housing
development. This change should increase the ability to identify and develop veteran housing,
potentially at reduced costs.
OFM: List of all Facilities Owned or Leased by the State
OFM is responsible for compiling and maintaining a list of all facilities owned or leased by state
government.164 This includes state agencies, departments, boards, commissions, and
institutions with facilities. According to the 2016 facilities inventory report, 88.2 percent of the
163

Washington State Legislature, Chapter 217, Laws of 218, http://lawfilesext.leg.wa.gov/biennium/201718/Pdf/Bills/House%20Passed%20Legislature/2382-S3.PL.pdf
164
Office of Financial Management, “Facilities inventory,” (2017), https://ofm.wa.gov/facilities/state-agencyfacility-oversight/facilities-inventory
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state’s facilities inventory is owned and 11.8 percent is leased from the private sector. Each
county in Washington has owned facilities, and all but Garfield, Lincoln, and Wahkiakum
counties have leased facilities.
OFM flags buildings that are unoccupied or “surplus,” and staff have expressed an interest in
collaborating to ensure that all reporting agencies properly flag any unused or unoccupied
buildings.165 However, data collected on building attributes is too limited to assess whether a
building would be appropriate to convert to permanent supportive housing. Data fields include
only the location, square footage, purchase date, value, and a simple notation of current usage
(such as residential or office).
As of November 2017, OFM reported only two state-owned buildings as surplus in Washington.
Both buildings belong to the Department of Natural Resources. They are a small office and a
storage facility located at 120 Summit Ave. in Northport.166
Commerce: List of Subsidized Housing Projects
Commerce tracks housing projects that are subsidized with state or federal dollars. In 2015
there were 2,626 sites and 134,393 units in Washington.167 The list does not collect specific
building attributes, so it is not possible to estimate how many could be converted for
permanent supportive housing.
Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation: List of Historic Buildings
The Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation maintains an inventory of historic
buildings.168 However, the listing consists primarily of sites requiring repair from the foundation
up, which probably is not cost-effective for conversion to permanent supportive housing.
HUD: List of Federal Properties
HUD maintains a list of federal properties available under Title V of the HUD McKinney Vento
Homeless Assistance Act. This law enables eligible organizations to use un-utilized, underutilized, excess, or surplus federal properties to help people experiencing homelessness.
Eligible applicants are states, local governments, and nonprofit organizations. Properties,
including land and buildings, are made available strictly on an "as-is" basis. No funding is
165

Ibid.
Interview, Facilities Oversight Program Manager, State Facilities Oversight Program, Office of Financial
Management.
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See footnote 15
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Washington State Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation, “Historic Building Survey and
Inventory,” (2017), https://dahp.wa.gov/historic-preservation/historic-buildings/historic-building-survey-andinventory
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available under Title V. Leases are provided free of charge and range from one to 20 years,
depending on availability. Successful applicants may use the Title V properties to provide
shelter, services, storage, and other benefits to persons experiencing homelessness. Often
these buildings become shelters.
A “Suitability Determination Listing” is published each Friday identifying available, un-utilized,
under-utilized, excess, and surplus federal properties by state.169 As of December 2017,
Washington had three properties posted for the Title V program. All of the properties were
rural, two were agricultural, and one was listed as a park toilet.
Local Jurisdictions: Lists of Vacant Buildings
Some local jurisdictions keep track of vacant buildings or abandoned properties. These
properties typically have buildings with significant problems. However, searching this
information could be useful if state policymakers seek to collect comprehensive data on
abandoned buildings with potential conversion into housing or shelters.
An example of the conversion of a local building to housing was the recent announcement by
the City of Seattle that they were making a $100 million investment in affordable housing for
both long-term rental houses and affordable homeownership opportunities. One project
included converting a transit-oriented development with 245 apartment and 85 units of
permanent supportive housing run by Downtown Emergency Service Center in the Rainier
Valley.170
None of the federal and state lists is comprehensive enough to provide a useful inventory of
buildings as plausible candidates for conversion to permanent supportive housing. Perhaps just
as importantly, as of November 2017, the inventory found in the listings discussed above
suggests an inadequate supply of buildings available for conversion.

Building on Public Land and Making Use of Existing Housing Stock
One way to provide additional housing for veterans is to build on existing VA land. This was the
premise for Section 3 of this report. The study identified specific attributes required for building
and service provision. The proposed project could be used as a model to follow for other stateowned or leased buildings.
Another proposed usage of VA land is the Veterans Village in Orting, which will be located on
the Washington Soldiers Home and Colony in Orting. Development of this 30-unit village,
169

U.S. Housing and Urban Development Exchange, “Title V Suitability Listing Map,” (2017),
https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/title-v/suitability-listing/
170
Lloyd, Sarah Anne, City announces $100 million in affordable housing funding, Curbed Seattle, (2017),
https://seattle.curbed.com/2017/12/18/16792186/seattle-affordable-housing-funding
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estimated to cost $3.8 million, will be partially funded by the Washington State Housing Trust
Fund.171 The campus is patterned along the lines of Quixote Village, a two-acre community of
tiny houses. The proposal also includes a common building that provides permanent supportive
housing for homeless veterans, including those with mental illness and physical disabilities.
However, the State Advisory Council on Homelessness (SACH) in a recent report, Tiny Shelters,
recommended that the small footprint shelters should not be considered permanent housing,
but rather should augment existing temporary, emergency solutions.172
Orting is the site of two other more conventional housing facilities. The Betsy Ross project is a
converted building with an apartment-like feel that houses 12 formerly homeless women
veterans with medical needs. DVA has a similar vision for a proposed Roosevelt Barracks
renovation. Once fully converted, the building would house up to 90 formerly homeless male
veterans. Much of the building is currently unused, with rooms that have not been occupied for
20 years. In the first phase of this development, DVA is seeking both federal and county money
to renovate enough space for 40 veterans.173
DVA’s vision for Roosevelt Barracks illustrates the need to pay attention to changing
demographics of veterans, which in Pierce County is getting younger and more self-sufficient.
Ray Switzer told The News Tribune, “The group now includes people who are maybe 38 years
old. They’ve been deployed four or five times. They don’t want to play bingo. In order to serve
their needs, we have to do things a little bit differently.” Switzer is the manager of the
WestCare Foundation, which has spearheaded the renovation.174
Another more traditional apartment complex was recently built on the Vancouver campus of
the VA Portland Health Care System. This organization, along with the Council for the Homeless
in Vancouver, worked together on Freedom’s Path, a 50-unit community for homeless and
disabled veterans that follows best practices. HUD-VASH vouchers and other programs from
HUD and the VA support the funding for these units.
Private homes are another alternative source of permanent supportive housing encouraged by
the VA, such as through shared-housing arrangements.175 Local homeless councils could
identify persons who live in large homes with vacant rooms and are willing to enter into a
shared-group living arrangement. Another way is for individuals who are moving into assisted
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living or nursing facilities to rent their property to the state, which could use it to provide
affordable supportive housing. In addition, families and individuals could will their properties to
the state for this use. Telehealth programs provided by the federal VA could provide case
management and access to health care services without requiring the individual to travel to a
hospital or clinic.
As mentioned above, Commerce provides capital funding for units and projects directed toward
supportive housing for homeless veterans and other low-income and special needs populations.
Properties often have waiting lists and may have set-aside requirements within their contracts
for special populations. Set asides are typically required where units are built with funds that
have been appropriated for a particular purpose, e.g., to create units for people with
disabilities. Using coordinated-entry systems, the current system attempts to match the best
possible use for targeted populations.
However, it was noted by stakeholders that these units may not be occupied by the most
vulnerable population at time of turnover. Inclusion of service providers and other associated
parties in determination of priorities for “set-asides” could possibly lead to best use of
properties.
“Need – inventory = zero” can also be achieved by reducing the number of veterans needing
permanent supportive housing. In 2011, HUD introduced the strategy of “moving up” with the
goal of freeing housing slots with intensive services when possible. If a veteran has
demonstrated the ability to live stably and maintain housing, they may voluntarily move
beyond permanent supportive housing. Multiple toolkits have been developed to help CoCs and
communities implement “moving up” or “moving on.”176

Conclusion
Washington provides a wide range of housing opportunities for veterans experiencing
homelessness. However, the state’s high PIT Count suggests the value of giving more attention
to new approaches. This can be partly done by expanding the policy discussion beyond its
traditional focus on funding mechanisms and social services. Also considering architectural
innovations and land-use regulation could better leverage federal, state, and local funding
devoted to homeless populations in general and veterans in particular.
One of the biggest roadblocks to better serving veterans vulnerable to homelessness is a lack of
comprehensive data. The major databases used in Washington do not align closely enough –
particularly at the state level – to allow policymakers to isolate gaps between need and
availability. This is a problem across the entire continuum of care.
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Policymakers do not have a good source of data on the available units that could be converted
to permanent supportive housing. Two additional data sets would inform policymakers’
decisions:
1) Building attributes needed to determine if conversion would be either feasible or costefficient.
2) Proximity to community services.
Washington has not come anywhere close to exhausting the opportunities to house homeless
veterans. The next section zeros in on a specific example of an innovative way to save the state
money while providing better care to veterans.
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Section 3: Feasibility of Converting a Port Orchard Building Into
Veteran Housing
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Summary of Consultant’s Study
Background
The third part of the legislative proviso for this study called on Commerce to collaborate with
DVA in evaluating the feasibility of converting Building 10 at the State Veterans Home at Port
Orchard (Retsil) into housing for veterans. This is a summary of a report that SAGE produced
that provides detailed information on the stakeholder group’s process, feasibility analysis, and
recommendations (see Appendix D).
To help guide this assessment, Commerce and DVA convened a stakeholder group that included
13 representatives from the Governor’s Office, DSHS, VA Puget Sound Medical Center, VA Puget
Sound Homeless Program, Kitsap County Housing and Homeless Program, Veterans Home at
Port Orchard, and community-level organizations such as housing authorities and community
action councils.
SAGE Architectural Alliance (SAGE) was retained to provide technical assistance in designing a
geriatric-psychiatric facility. SAGE, in turn, drew upon Mark Thometz of Shelter Resources for a
building assessment, and Jim Rochlin of Rochlin Construction Services for financial expertise.

Recommendations
SAGE identified five conversion options and developed an evaluation framework. After a round
of data collection and analysis, the stakeholder group narrowed its focus to two options:
permanent supportive housing, and a geriatric-psychiatric center.
A major factor that emerged in assessing permanent supportive housing was quality-of-life
amenities for new residents as well as the campus’s existing population. One drawback of the
site was that it was isolated from basic community services.
In addition, fair housing rules allow residents of permanent supportive housing to live an
independent lifestyle that could result in behaviors that are incompatible with the rest of the
campus. Immediately adjacent to Building 10 is Building 9, a transitional housing program
where residents participate in a substance-free program and restricted lifestyle to help in
successful reintegration to the community.
The campus also includes a skilled nursing facility serving frail elders and disabled residents.
Neither facility is locked and would require significant security modifications to protect their
vulnerable residents if Building 10 offered permanent supportive housing. As stakeholder
discussions evolved, it became apparent that permanent supportive housing was not
compatible with the campus.
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Final Recommendation for Building 10: Conversion to Geriatric-Psychiatric Center
The stakeholder group instead decided that a 48-bed veteran’s geriatric-psychiatric center with
a behavioral health reintegration program would be the best use of the facility. Building 10 was
proposed as the site to test if a community care center including both Level 1/Level 2 could
provide better care to the veterans than one that does not.
Under this model, Building 10 would provide “step-down” treatment. Level 2 would offer more
intense psychiatric monitoring with a 24-hour nursing station-and more extensive treatment
available as needed. The goal would be to quickly transition patients to Level 1, where they
would continue to receive psychiatric treatment, but there would be a shift in focus to learning
life-skills such as cooking and self-care. These skills are viewed as critical to a veteran’s
successful placement in any permanent supportive housing setting.
The Impact of Medical and Behavioral Care Silos
SAGE’s study also identified the detrimental impact of silos of medical, geriatric, and behavioral
health care in Washington. A facility that brings together these areas of expertise would relieve
the backup in hospital acute care, would serve as a valuable behavioral health resource for the
Port Orchard Veterans Home, and could potentially provide expertise to the broader region.
Equally important, the statewide medical system could see relief from shortages of communitybased sites that handle veteran behavioral health patients. Geriatric expertise is scarce, and
behavioral health expertise is mostly unavailable in community discharge settings.
As a result, veterans with concurrent medical and behavioral health issues seeking care at
hospitals are medically treated but cannot be discharged for lack of discharge sites able to
support them. These veterans are occupying acute hospital beds despite qualifying for medical
discharge; this reduces access to those in need.
Stakeholder Group Recommendation to the Legislature
The stakeholder group proposed that DVA seek approximately $5.5 million from the Legislature
to cover design, conversion, and operation of Building 10. Additional funding would be secured
to provide capital maintenance and operations. Further study is needed to define the clinical
model to be used and to establish a network of partners for referrals and discharges.

Next Steps
Next steps would include adding a community outpatient program to Building 10 that can
support veterans discharged from this location as they relocate to permanent supportive
housing. With multiple stakeholder organizations integrally involved, the business model for
shared funding would also need further study.
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Section 4: Conclusion, Recommendations, and Next Steps
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Conclusion: Giving Veterans the Support They Deserve
Washington has invested considerable resources at both the local and state levels in providing
housing opportunities to veterans who have experienced – or are vulnerable to –
homelessness. These investments have ranged across the continuum of care, from units set
aside for veterans in need of transitional housing, to geriatric-psychiatric care facilities.
Washington state’s challenge is that all of these efforts have not been enough to effect change
in a positive direction. Even if a meaningful portion of the 2017 PIT Count can be attributed to a
more rigorous methodology, policymakers must still come to terms with difficult numbers:
• Washington had the nation’s fourth-largest number of homeless veterans– 2,093
people. This is above Washington’s national ranking for the size of our veterans
population (12th), number of active-duty military personnel (seventh), and the
number of total homeless (fifth).
• Washington also had 999 unsheltered veterans. That was behind only California and
just ahead of Florida and Texas – all states with much larger veteran and civilian
populations.
• Although veteran homelessness increased in 14 states between 2016 and 2017,
Washington had the largest percentage of any state – 41 percent – and was behind
only California in the increased number of homeless veterans (609 versus 1,860).
The sheer size of the 2017 PIT Count increase for veterans raises questions about whether the
Results Washington metric on veteran homelessness is still realistic without much greater
policy attention. The 2020 target requires a 57-percent cut in veteran homelessness from the
2017 PIT Count.
One could argue that much greater policy attention is already happening in King County. Last
November the county’s voters renewed a $352 million levy and has embarked on a major
overhaul of its homelessness programs. Meanwhile, Seattle passed a $290 million levy in 2016
and put on the table the idea of a countywide sales tax increase that could lead to better
integrated city and county services. Given that King County represented 63 percent of the
state’s homeless veterans in 2017, this policy attention offers the promise of at least some
positive movement over the next few years.
The problem of veteran homelessness is large, complex, and ever-changing. Even if King County
is successful in significantly reducing its PIT counts, the issue will require significant attention,
effort, and resources at the state level.
Four counties – King, Pierce, Snohomish, and Spokane – accounted for 79 percent of the state’s
total veteran homelessness in 2017. This is substantially higher than these counties’ proportion
of Washington’s total veteran population, which was 50 percent. Is it possible to close that gap
without rethinking the state’s role in relation to local government?
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Former Virginia Gov. Terry McAuliffe summed up why state government had a continuing
interest in working with local communities to reach functional zero:
“Ending veteran homelessness is a key component of making Virginia the best state in the
country for active duty military personnel, veterans and their families. I am proud of the
progress we have made as a Commonwealth, but we cannot rest until every Virginia veteran
has a safe and affordable place to live.”177
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Recommendations and Next Steps
FINDING 1: Washington’s Efforts Are Insufficient to End Veteran Homelessness
Washington’s homeless veteran Point-In-Time count increased 41 percent from 2016 to 2017,
after increasing significantly from 2015 to 2016. While some communities and states have all
but eliminated veteran homelessness, data in Washington indicates that current efforts will not
end veteran homelessness here. Section 1 contains a thorough discussion of efforts in
Washington, as well as in communities and states that have been more successful in reaching
functional zero veteran homelessness.
A key factor in the success of other states and communities appears to have been full
implementation of the U.S. Interagency Council on Homelessness’ (USICH) 10 strategies. Of
particular interest to Washington may be the three states – Virginia, Connecticut, and Delaware
– that USICH has certified as having “ended veteran homelessness.”
As discussed in Section 1, that label can cause misunderstanding when citizens still see
homeless vets on the street. However, the designation of reaching “functional zero” does show
that a state has succeeded in setting up a system with the capacity to rapidly provide
appropriate, affordable housing and services for those who need it.
The most important factor in the success of states that have achieved functional zero has been
to coordinate service delivery among the broad range of public and private entities typically
involved in veteran homelessness. A key component is a coordinated-entry system that
includes a standardized assessment process and data sharing across all partner organizations.
The most important data is a master “by-name” list of veterans experiencing homelessness.
Establishing that level of coordination may require a broad range of changes at the state and
local levels. For example, Connecticut took the step of creating a state-level Department of
Housing. Meanwhile, Virginia created a 100-Day Challenge to focus attention on improving local
response systems.178 The state also:
“[E]stablished policies encouraging landlord engagement, created a housing search
portal, aligned priorities across state agencies that focused on eterans’ needs, and . . .
created a website to serve as a hub where the communities could share information and
documents that streamlined and coordinated their efforts.”179
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Each of the three states that have ended veteran homeless had previously joined USICH’s
Mayors Challenge to End Veteran Homelessness and established ambitious – and highly visible –
timelines. This generated positive media coverage and provided political backing for change
efforts. Both at the state and local levels, strong executive leadership has been a consistent
theme among jurisdictions that achieved functional zero.
USICH’s 10 strategies have generated considerable attention within Washington and have been
implemented to varying degrees. However, our state has not yet matched the best practices of
leading states and communities. For example, Gov. Inslee’s first executive order in 2013 called
for greater career support for veterans – an initiative viewed as highly successful by DVA.180
State-level coordination has been less effective in a number of other areas. For example, as
discussed in Section 2, Washington’s data systems are not yet integrated and comprehensive
enough to precisely measure gaps between housing needs and inventory.
Among Washington’s local governments, one of the jurisdictions that appears to have had the
greatest success in implementing USICH’s 10 strategies appears to be Kitsap County. Substantial
coordination between the county and the city of Bremerton has been a key factor in
dramatically improving cross-agency coordination.
Finding 1 Recommendations
The single most important first step that Washington could take to effect change on veteran
homelessness is to focus on state-level governance.
To that end, Commerce and DVA recommend that the Governor consider entering Washington
into USICH’s Mayors Challenge to End Veteran Homelessness, which could consist of
designating a state-level coordinating group charged with achieving functional zero
homelessness for veterans by 2022.
This workgroup could function as a subcommittee of the State Advisory Council on
Homelessness. The executive order that created the council (EO 15-01)181 could be a useful
starting point for one that enters the Mayors Challenge.
A veterans homelessness workgroup should focus exclusively on this population and include
representatives of all of the federal, state, local, and private entities that specialize in serving
vets. Potential participants may partially overlap with those of the council, but the discussion
would be significantly different due to a complex mix of federal services exclusively available to
veterans.
180

Inslee, Jay, Executive Order 13-01: Veterans Transition Support, (2013),
https://www.governor.wa.gov/sites/default/files/exe_order/eo_13-01.pdf
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Inslee, Jay, Executive Order 15-01: Establishing a State Advisory Council on Homelessness, (2015),
https://www.governor.wa.gov/sites/default/files/exe_order/EO_15-01.pdf
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The first order of business for the statewide veteran’s homelessness workgroup should be to
develop a strategic plan. What follows below are suggestions gleaned from this report’s
research:
• Break down barriers to client data sharing: Develop a process for expanding to a
regional level federally required client-entry system (CES) currently maintained at
the state’s seven Continuum of Care (CoC) units. This would reduce potential
placement barriers of homeless veterans across current boundaries.
• Tie Together State-Level Databases: Connect data on services, existing housing units,
and building inventory within an integrated state-level system that is shared with
local, nonprofit, and federal partners. This would allow a much more precise gaps
analysis by regional and state-level policymakers about what is – and what is not –
working to help homeless veterans. For example, the state would be able to more
accurately assess the cost-effectiveness of potential investments in new housing
inventory to meet evolving needs.
• Develop a regional approach to serving veterans: King’s veteran population is
projected to fall by 52 percent in the next 20 years while Pierce’s will decline by only
8 percent, meaning that King and Pierce counties will soon trade places as having
the state’s largest number of veterans. The strategic plan should address what kinds
of state or regional support could help the CoCs as veteran homeless populations
shift over time. Among the governance questions that deserve attention:
Washington should explore new institutional forms, such as the Metro Denver
Homeless Initiative,182 which covers a multi-county region.
• Meet the medical needs of a wave of elderly veterans: Align with existing efforts
targeted at broader homeless populations but champion the specific needs of
veterans. That includes increasing state capacity to serve female veterans, whose
population is expected to grow by 14 percent in the next two decades. Washington
should also explore opportunities for breaking down traditional bureaucratic and
professional silos among medical, geriatric, and behavioral services to provide more
cost-effective medical and geriatric-psychiatric care. Section three’s
recommendation could function as a pilot project.
• Establish a strategic funding plan: Policy goals should be developed in sync with
efforts to better leverage dollars from state and local government with those from
the federal government and private sources. Nonprofit organizations are essential
partners in strategy development. The coordinating group would implement
statewide and regional fundraising initiatives, as well as provide technical assistance
to local efforts.
• Emphasize a broad range of policy tools: Expand the policy discussion beyond its
traditional focus on veteran social services and funding mechanisms for individual
housing projects. Also consider how to draw upon architectural innovations and
land-use regulation changes that could result in more housing opportunities.
182

Metro Denver Homeless Initiative, home page, http://www.mdhi.org/
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Provide adequate staff support to the coordinating group: A key reason why each of
the above-listed bullet items has not already been achieved has been a lack of
adequate state-level staffing. The plan should thus include a proposal for providing
the staff capacity needed to develop, implement, and evaluate a coordinated statelevel strategy.

FINDING 2: More Data Needed on Permanent Supportive Housing for Veterans
As discussed in Section 1, an unusually large wave of veterans – significantly concentrated in
King County – is moving into their elderly years at the same time that the overall veteran
population is declining by more than 27 percent within two decades. By 2037 veterans 85 and
over will increase 12 percent from today to 45,000.
Piecemeal data suggests that Washington already has a shortage of permanent supportive
housing for veterans. However, the state does not have data systems that can precisely
measure gaps between need and availability, particularly in ways that can be used for statelevel policymaking.
Federal, state, and local governments have a variety of databases that track homeless veterans.
Despite recent efforts to better coordinate data, such as through the development of a
statewide HMIS, Washington does not have a comprehensive and real-time source of data on
veterans in need of permanent supportive housing.
Currently, no data systems track the availability and suitability of existing properties for
conversion to permanent supportive housing. However, implementation of Chapter 217, Laws
of 2018183 should help with the identification of surplus state property suitable for conversion.
Finding 2 Recommendations:
•

•

183

Use a client-entry-system to monitor all veterans with support requirements. The
client-entry system recommended in Finding 1 should be designed to track veterans
with multiple needs, such as geriatric, psychiatric, and disabled. This would allow
providers to more efficiently pair veterans with a facility appropriate to their
potentially evolving needs. In addition, state-level policymakers would have more
precise data to plan for an adequate number of specific-types of beds.
Use inventories of surplus state property to identify properties suitable for
conversion to permanent supportive housing for veterans. Commerce will develop
these inventories, pursuant to Chapter 217, Laws of 2018. Key attributes that would
help identify suitable properties include number of floors, whether a structure is
residential or commercial, and proximity to important infrastructure, services, and
amenities. McKinney-Vento Act information may be helpful as well. Long-term, lists

See footnote 2.
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of surplus city and county properties containing these attributes would be helpful
for identifying properties for conversion to veteran housing as well.

FINDING 3: Building 10 is Suitable for Conversion to a Geriatric-Psychiatric Unit
Commerce and DVA convened a stakeholder group to evaluate the feasibility of converting
Building 10 at the State Veterans Home at Port Orchard (Retsil) into housing for veterans. The
13-person group included representatives from:
• The Governor’s Office.
• The Washington State Department of Social and Health Services (DSHS).
• VA Puget Sound Medical Center.
• VA Puget Sound Homeless Program.
• Kitsap County Housing and Homeless Program.
• The Veterans Home at Port Orchard.
• Community-level groups such as housing authorities and community action groups.
• SAGE Architectural Alliance provided technical support.
The stakeholder group concluded that a geriatric-psychiatric treatment unit is the most costeffective use for Building 10. An integrated approach to providing medical, geriatric, and
behavioral services was found to be more cost-effective than permanent supportive housing.
However, providing expanded behavioral health and medical services would require an
integrated approach between multiple state and federal agencies.
Finding 3 Recommendations
•

•

Maintain the stakeholder workgroup from the feasibility study to coordinate next
steps by the federal, state, and local agencies involved in the project. This
workgroup should operate under the auspices of above-mentioned coordinating
group.
Commit the state to implementing USICH’s 10 strategies. The experience of other
states and communities suggests great potential for effecting change on veteran
homelessness if political will, leadership, collaboration, and coordination among
federal, state, and local programs is dedicated to the effort.

Finding 3 Next Steps
In the 2018 supplemental capital budget,184 the Legislature included a $750,000 appropriation
for DVA from the State Building Construction Account for Building 10 for pre-planning
conversion to a geriatric-psychiatric unit for veterans. This is a promising next step in
addressing the important need for veteran homelessness in Washington state.
184

Washington State Legislature, ESSB 6095 Concerning the capital budget, Section 2023, (2018),
http://lawfilesext.leg.wa.gov/biennium/2017-18/Pdf/Bills/Senate%20Passed%20Legislature/6095-S.PL.pdf
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Appendix A: USICH’s 10 Key Strategies
USICH adopted Opening Doors: Federal Strategic Plan to Prevent and End Homelessness in
2010, and amended it in 2015. The plan sets forth goals and timeframes to sequentially end
veteran homelessness, chronic homelessness, and homelessness among family, youth, and
children by 2020. USICH placed its initial emphasis on veteran homelessness, expanding or
creating a number of tools for federal, state, and community leaders and service providers.
USICH’s 10 Strategies to End Veteran Homelessness attempt to address a broad range of
factors. What follows is a brief paraphrasing of each strategy:185
1. Obtain support from state and local leaders to better coordinate efforts. A key tactic has
been the creation in June 2014 of a Mayors Challenge to End Homelessness, which a few
states have also joined.
2. Shift to a “Housing First” approach that removes as many barriers as possible to housing
and services regardless of a veteran’s sobriety, financial history, or past involvement in
the criminal justice system.
3. Implement a coordinated-entry system that includes a standardized assessment process
and data sharing across all partner organizations.
4. Set and meet ambitious short- and long-term goals by efficiently deploying federal
resources.
5. Improve the effectiveness of transitional housing and consider other models. This
includes reallocating resources to supportive housing.
6. Engage and support private landlords as partners through recruitment campaigns and
risk mitigation.
7. Identify and be accountable through data-sharing agreements, assessment processes,
and communication among partners. This includes the creation of a master list of
veterans experiencing homelessness.
8. Conduct persistent, coordinated, and creative outreach efforts to engage homeless
veterans and link them to housing and services.
9. Increase connections to employment through greater collaboration among partners.
10. Coordinate with legal services organizations to better help veterans with legal needs.

185

See footnote 68
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Appendix B: Federal Veteran Homelessness Programs
A broad range of federal programs is relevant to preventing or ending veteran homelessness.
Some of these programs offer direct services to veterans; others provide funding to state and
local governments, as well as direct service providers. These programs include:
• Center for Women Veterans: A VA program that advocates for cultural
transformation to raise awareness about the service and sacrifice of women
veterans.186
• Community Development Block Grant Program (CDBG): This program was
established to provide communities with resources to address a wide range of
development needs, such as affordable housing to vulnerable populations. Annual
grants are offered on a formula basis. Commerce administers CDBG General Purpose
Grants and CDBG Specialty Grants, pass-through programs for Washington.187 188
• Farm Labor Housing Loans and Grants: The Section 514/516 Farm Labor Housing
program provides loans and grants for the development of on-farm and off-farm
housing. The U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Rural Development Housing and
Community Facilities Programs office operates the program. Loans and grants are
provided to buy, build, improve, or repair housing for farm laborers.189
• Grant and Per Diem Program (GPD): VA’s largest transitional housing program
provides construction grants (requiring 35 percent local match) and per diem
operational funding for supportive housing and services for homeless veterans for
up to 24 months.190
• Homeless Veterans Reintegration Program (HVRP): A Department of Labor program
to help homeless veterans reintegrate into the labor force through job training and
placement, and referral to supportive services such as clothing, housing, medical and
substance abuse treatment, and transportation.191
• Housing Choice Voucher Program – Section 8: This program assists very-lowincome families, the elderly, and the disabled to afford decent, safe, and sanitary
housing in the private market. Since housing assistance is provided on behalf of the
family or individual, participants are able to find their own housing, including single186

U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, “Inside the Center for Women Veterans,” (2017),
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U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, “Community Development Block Grant Program,” (2018),
https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/comm_planning/communitydevelopment/programs
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Washington State Department of Commerce, “Community Development Block Grants,” (2017),
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family homes, townhouses and apartments. Participants may choose any housing
that meets the requirements of the program. They are not limited to units located in
subsidized housing projects. Housing choice vouchers are administered locally by
public housing agencies (PHAs). These agencies receive federal funds from the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) to administer the voucher
program.192
HUD – Continuum of Care Program: The Continuum of Care (CoC) promotes
community-wide cooperation toward ending homelessness. The CoC provides
funding to nonprofit providers and local governments to rapidly rehouse homeless
persons and their families. One goal is to minimize the impact of homelessness while
optimizing self-sufficiency among individuals and families experiencing
homelessness.193
HUD – Low-Income Housing Tax Credits (LIHTC): This program helps create lowerthan-market rents by offering tax incentives to property owners.194
HUD – Project-Based Rental Assistance (PBRA): Section 8 PBRA enables frail seniors
and people with disabilities to continue to live in their home and communities,
which delays placement into nursing homes or other institutional settings.195
HUD – Tenant-Based Vouchers (TBRA): PHAs administer these vouchers, which are
targeted at very-low-income families. They receive subsidized rent that exceeds 30
percent of the adjusted family income and a PHA-determined payment standard for
gross rent for the unit, whichever is lower.196
HUD – Veteran Affairs Supportive Housing Vouchers: A joint program between HUD
and VA, where HUD provides housing choice vouchers and VA provides outreach and
case management. These are commonly called HUD-VASH vouchers.197
Projects for Assistance in Transition from Homelessness (PATH): A U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services grant program that provides assistance to homeless
or those at risk of being homeless who have serious mental illnesses. The program
provides case management, supportive service in residential settings, job training,
educational services as well as housing services.198
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Program of Assertive Community Treatment (PACT): This is an intensive outpatient
treatment program designed to help adults overcome barriers to their recovery from
severe and persistent behavioral health disorders.199
Rural Rental and Cooperative Housing Loans (Section 515): This program provides
competitive financing for affordable multi-family rental housing for low-income,
elderly, or disabled individuals and families in eligible rural areas.200
Rural Rental Assistance Program (Section 521): Rural Rental Assistance Section 521
is available in some properties financed by the Section 515 Rural Rental or Section
514/516 Farm Labor Housing programs of the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Rural
Development Housing and Community Facilities Programs Office. This program
provides payments to owners of USDA-financed Rural Rental Housing or Farm Labor
Housing projects on behalf of low-income tenants unable to pay their full rent.201
Supportive Housing for Persons with Disabilities (Section 811): The Section 811
program allows persons with disabilities to live as independently as possible in the
community by subsidizing rental housing opportunities that provide access to
appropriate supportive services.202
Supportive Services for Veteran Families (SSVF): A VA program that awards grants
to private nonprofit organizations to provide supportive services (such as case
management and help accessing support programs) to very-low-income veteran
families living in or transitioning to permanent housing.203
SSI/SSDI Outreach, Access, and Recovery (SOAR): A federal interagency partnership
to help veterans who are homeless or at risk of becoming homeless access Social
Security disability benefits.204
Veterans Justice Outreach Program (VJO): A VA program that works with state and
local veteran courts to help link justice-involved veterans with VA services.205 The
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Administration has developed a model to help
communities reduce veteran criminal justice involvement as well as veteran
homelessness.206
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•

Veterans Opportunity to Work (VOW): An interagency program designed to
facilitate transitions into the civilian workforce by providing education and training
to veterans, and incentives to employers for hiring veterans.207

207

U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, “Veterans Opportunity to Work,” (2015)
https://www.benefits.va.gov/VOW/index.asp
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Appendix C: Washington State Programs
Many of the elements needed to reduce veteran homelessness are present in Washington,
though they have not coalesced sufficiently to catalyze the progress seen elsewhere. In addition
to the federal programs listed above, some initiatives unique to Washington include:
• Affordable Housing Program (AHP): Administered by the Federal Housing Finance
Agency, under the Federal Home Loan Bank Act (Bank Act) and AHP regulation, at
least 20 percent of the units in a rental project must be occupied by very-lowincome households (households with incomes at or below 50 percent of area
median income (AMI).208
• Consolidated Homeless Grant (CHG): Commerce administers the CHG, which
combines state homeless funding into a single grant opportunity for counties, or
designated lead entities within counties, to combat homelessness. These grants,
which are primarily derived from document recording fees, fund local homeless
planning, coordinated entry, PIT counts, emergency shelters, and rent assistance for
both transitional and permanent supportive housing.209
• Local homeless service funding: Counties receive 67 percent of homeless recording
fees, which are then used to fund homeless housing beds, including emergency
shelter, transitional housing, and permanent supportive housing in their
communities. Use of these funds is guided by statutorily required local homeless
housing strategic plans.
• Local Veterans Programs: Many local jurisdictions have established veteran
assistance programs that contribute to reducing homelessness. Examples include
King County Veterans Programs, Kitsap County’s Homes for All Served initiative,
Whatcom County’s Hope House Multi-Service Center, Okanogan County’s Tiny
Housing feasibility study, and Spokane’s Home for Heroes program. In addition,
many faith-based and nonprofit organizations are working to reduce veteran
homelessness across the state.
• HOME: This HUD-funded program is used to create affordable housing units. The
Washington State Housing Trust Fund, HOME, and the National Housing Trust Fund
programs are jointly administered by Commerce. Commerce awards funds on a
competitive basis to low-income housing projects through the Housing Trust Fund
application rounds.
• Homeless Housing Strategic Plan: In January 2017 Commerce issued a new strategic
plan to combat homelessness. This plan, which is required under the Homeless
Housing and Assistance Act (RCW 43.185C), will raise performance and
accountability expectations for local governments and other housing providers that
208

Federal Housing Finance Agency, “Affordable Housing & Community Development,” (2018),
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receive CHG funding. The plan envisions a homeless crisis-response system that is
data based, quickly moves people into housing, and provides needed support
services using evidence-based best practices. The plan was developed in
consultation with the State Advisory Council on Homelessness, the Interagency
Council on Homelessness, the Washington Low Income Housing Alliance, and the
Washington Community Action Partnership.210
Homeless Veterans Reintegration Project (HVRP): DVA administers the federal
HVRP program in the Puget Sound Region to help veterans re-integrate into the
labor force.211
Housing and Essential Needs Program (HEN): A referral program, HEN provides
access to essential needs items and potential housing assistance for low-income
adults who are unable to work for at least 90 days due to a physical or mental
incapacity and are ineligible for aged, blind, or disabled (ABD) cash
assistance. Administered by DSHS, assistance may include limited rent and utilities,
personal health and hygiene items, cleaning supplies, and transportation.212
Housing Trust Fund (HTF): This program, which is administered by Commerce, funds
affordable housing projects that serve a diverse array of low-income and special
needs populations. Projects can serve people with incomes up to 80 percent of area
median income (AMI), though the majority of projects serve households with special
needs or incomes below 30 percent of AMI. Since 1986, the HTF has invested $1
billion in state funds, primarily derived from the issuance of bonds, in affordable
housing projects. This has resulted in the development of 47,000 units that house
78,000 of the state’s most vulnerable residents at any point in time. The HTF
leverages significant investment from other public and private sources, roughly six
dollars for every HTF dollar spent.213 HTF-funded projects provided housing for
almost 1,200 veteran households in 2015. 214
National Housing Trust Fund: This new program funded by U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development creates affordable housing units for extremely
low-income households. The Washington State Housing Trust Fund, HOME, and the
National Housing Trust Fund programs are jointly administered by Commerce.
Commerce awards funds on a competitive basis to low-income housing projects
through the Housing Trust Fund application rounds.
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Results Washington: As noted earlier, Gov. Inslee’s performance management
program is specifically tracking veteran homelessness measures, actions, and results
under Goal 4, Result 3.1.d.215
Regional Veterans Housing Summits: Between 2010 and 2015, DVA hosted 12
summits across the state to identify and address regional challenges around veteran
housing and homelessness.216
Veterans Conservations Corps: DVA, in conjunction with the Washington
Department of Ecology Conservation Corps (WCC), coordinate volunteer and paid
internships helping to restore Washington’s natural resources.217
Veterans Innovations Program: This program provides assistance to veterans and
their families of those who face financial hardships due to deployment in Iraq and
Afghanistan wars. As of June 2017, DVA has helped prevent 120 evictions or
foreclosures. The program also helps with transition to employment, education, and
life needs.218
Veterans Transitional Housing Program: DVA administers a transitional housing
program for veterans at the Washington Veterans Home near Port Orchard. The
program, housed in Building 9 and funded with federal GPD funds, provides
homeless veterans with stable housing, vocational rehabilitation, and access to
support services to facilitate successful returns into the community.219
Veterans Treatment Courts: Seven counties operate veteran treatment courts to
pair defendants with other veterans as mentors to ensure that participants engage
in treatment and counseling and receive proper benefits. Counties include Clark,
King, Kitsap, Pierce, Spokane, Stevens, and Thurston.220
Veterans Incarcerated Reintegration Services: A joint project with King, Thurston,
and Clark counties to address the needs of veterans incarcerated in County
Correctional Facilities, offering alternatives to jail and referral to housing,
employment services, and treatment. Many of the veterans have come to the jail
due to untreated drug and alcohol issues, poverty, homelessness, or post-traumatic
stress disorder.221
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Washington Consolidated Homeless Grants: This program combines state homeless
resources into a grant opportunity for county governments and not-for-profits under
the administration of Commerce.222
Washington State Foreclosure Fairness Program: This Commerce program provides
homeowner foreclosure assistance by offering free housing counseling, civil legal
aid, and foreclosure mediation. The program, created by the 2011 Foreclosure
Fairness Act, helps homeowners and lenders explore possible alternatives to
foreclosure and reach a resolution whenever possible.223
Washington State Foreclosure Mediation Program: A state-funded program
through Commerce provides financial assistance to landlords to mitigate qualifying
damages caused by tenants who use HUD’s Housing Choice Voucher Program.203 224
Washington State Housing Finance Commission: Among the programs administered
by the commission are the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC), which is a
resource for creating affordable housing. An average of over 1,460 projects and
110,000 units were placed in service annually nationally from 1995 to 2015,
according to HUD's National Low Income Housing Tax credit (LIHTC) database.225
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